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ABSTRACT 
There have been numerous approaches to gender and power to better understand human 
decision making and behaviors, reflecting the multidimensional nature of power and gender as 
well as their omnipresent influence on human functioning. However, extant research on power 
and gender has paid singular attention to each of them despite the potential association between 
them. Considering distinct substantive areas such as consumption, survival, and helping, this 
dissertation aims to show the dynamic interplay of power and gender in human-human 
interactions (essay 1) and in the human-nonhuman interactions (essays 2 and 3). Essay 1 
examines whether and how individuals’ state of power affects consumption choices for self and 
others and whether the effect of power on consumption choices is contingent on individuals’ 
gender and its match or mismatch with the other’s gender. Essay 2 examines how people respond 
to a powerful natural force which is gendered through its assigned name (hurricane) in the 
context of preparedness and survival. One archival study and six lab experiments provide 
converging evidence that people judge hurricane risks in the context of gender-based 
expectations and female-named hurricanes elicit less preparedness and more fatalities than do 
male-named hurricanes. Essay 3 demonstrates that the gender of victims and the gender of 
hurricanes combine to influence individuals’ helping for victims. Three lab experiments show 
that a female victim receives more aid than a male victim when the gender of a hurricane is made 
salient and its assigned name is masculine (vs. feminine). This dissertation contributes to our 
understanding of how power and gender interact and how they combine to influence individuals’ 
behaviors, with implications for various stakeholders such as marketers (essay 1), social 
marketers (essay 3), policymakers and media practitioners (essay 2) and consumers (essay 1, 2 
and 3).      
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 CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
1.1. Motivation of Dissertation 
There have been numerous approaches to gender and power for better understanding their 
influence on human behaviors. On the one hand, gender has gained ongoing attention from 
various disciplines, ranging from anthropology (Moore 1994) and philosophy (Hekman 1990), to 
biology and physiology (Bleier 1984; Wizemann and Pardue 2001), sociology (Chodorow 1978; 
Connell 1987), psychology (Bussey and Bandura 1999; Fiske et al. 2002; Halpern 1986; 
Maccoby and Jacklin 1974) and consumer research (Meyers-Levy and Sternthal 1991). These 
diverse approaches reflect the multidimensional nature of gender as well as its pervasive 
influence on many aspects of human functioning in society.  
Power has gained growing attention from social psychology and consumer research, 
reflecting its fundamental role in conceptualizing human relationships and providing descriptive 
and prescriptive guidance for planning one’s own behaviors and interpreting others’ behaviors 
(Anderson and Galinsky 2006; French and Raven 1959; Galinsky, Gruenfeld and Magee 2003; 
Lewin 1935; Magee and Smith 2013; Raven 1993; Smith and Trope 2006). In particular, there 
have been increasing attempts in marketing and consumer research literature to investigate the 
effects of power (e.g., Inesi et al. 2011; Rucker and Galinsky 2008; see Rucker, Galinsky and 
Dubois 2011 for review).  
To date, extant research on power and consumer decisions has rarely reported any gender 
effects or differences. In a similar vein, extant research on gender and consumer decisions has 
mainly considered gender as an intrapersonal construct or as a proxy, focusing on how and when 
women and men differ. In other words, consumer research has paid singular attention to power 
and gender while investigating them separately despite the potential association between power 
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and gender (Connell 1987; Fiske 1993). Therefore, little is known about whether, how and when 
the effect of power on consumer decisions is gendered. In addition, although it is fair to view 
power and gender in the context of human qualities and relationships, the influence of power and 
gender on human decision making may extend to the context of human-nonhuman interactions 
with the following considerations. First, nonsocial entities with which individuals interact are 
often gendered through assigned names and other connotations (e.g., Hurricane Katrina vs. 
Hurricane Kyle), and such nonsocial entities can be viewed in the context of gender-based 
expectations or stereotypes. Second, individuals can perceive themselves to be more or less 
powerful than nonsocial entities. In other words, individuals may draw inferences from the 
gender of nonsocial entities in planning a course of actions when they are interacting with or 
influenced by them.  
By examining power and gender in the context of human-human interactions as well as in 
the context of human-nonhuman interactions, this dissertation aims to develop new insights into 
the dynamic interplay of power and gender in there substantive area: consumption choices for 
self and others (Essay 1), survival and protective action taking against a powerful natural force, a 
hurricane, which is gender through it assigned name (Essay 2), and helping for male versus 
female victims of male versus female hurricanes (Essay 3).  
1.2. Overview of Three Essays 
 Building on a synthesis of the literature on power, gender stereotypes and linguistics, 
Essay 1 reports four experiments that examine whether the effect of power on choices for self 
and others is contingent on one’s gender and its match or mismatch with the other’ gender. When 
the other’s gender is unspecified, Essay 1 finds that the powerful makes a more potent choice for 
the self than for the other whereas the powerless makes equally potent choices for the self and 
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the other. This is true both when power is cognitively induced and irrelevant to the context in 
which choices for self and others are made (experiment 1A) and when it is structurally placed in 
the social hierarchy in which choices for self and others are made (experiment 1B). When the 
other’s gender is specified and there exists power disparity between the self and the other in the 
social hierarchy (experiment 1C), however, two sources of power are germane – one from power 
disparity in the social hierarchy and the other from gender. These sources of power conflict with 
each other particularly when gender is mismatched and men’s dominance over women is 
violated in the social hierarchy, and the choices for self and others are strategically made to 
resolve the power conflict while connoting one’s relative power status. Essay 1 also finds that 
powerful women are less hierarchical than powerful men only when interacting with the other of 
the same gender, suggesting fundamental gender differences in the use of power as a basis of 
judgments for choices for self and others. However, when power disparity exists in a more 
competitive social hierarchy, the gender-matching effect no longer exists (experiment 1D).  
Essay 2 extends findings in Essay 1 to the context of human-nonhuman relationships by 
investigating how individuals perceive a powerful natural force which is gendered though its 
assigned name (gender of hurricane names: Hurricane Isaac vs. Hurricane Irene) and how the 
gender of hurricane names affects individuals’ survival (e.g., fatality) and preparedness (e.g., 
evacuation decision). By using both historical archival data on hurricane fatalities since 1950 in 
the U.S. and six laboratory experiments, Essay 2 shows that people judge hurricanes in ways 
congruent with gender roles and stereotypes (Basow 1992; Deaux and Major 1987; Steele and 
Aronson 1995), and they take less protective action against feminine-named hurricanes (vs. 
masculine-named hurricanes). This is reflected in actual death tolls caused by 94 Atlantic 
Hurricanes in the United States since 1950 (archival study), predicted intensity of feminine- vs. 
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masculine-named hurricanes (experiment 2A and 2B) and protective actions (experiment 2C, 2D, 
2E and 2F). Specifically, analyses on fatalities caused by hurricanes in the United States (1950-
2012) shows that severe hurricanes with feminine names are associated with significantly more 
death rates than those with masculine names. With six experiments, Essay 2 demonstrates that 
female-named hurricanes are predicted to be less intense and dangerous than male-named 
hurricanes (experiment 2A and 2B). Furthermore, people are found to discount their vulnerability 
to female-named hurricanes (vs. male-named hurricanes), being less prepared and taking less 
protective action (experiment 2C, 2D, 2E and 2F).     
Essay 3 examines how the gender of a non-social entity (i.e., gender of hurricane names) 
interacts with the gender of a social entity (i.e., hurricane victim) in the context of helping (i.e., 
donation for hurricane victims). It is hypothesized that if people view a hurricane in the context 
of gender through its assigned name, they would consider the negative impact that it has on a 
victim as a form of either male or female aggression against the victim. Therefore, although 
people often display greater empathy and helping for a female victim than for a male victim, this 
tendency would be more pronounced when they are affected by a male-named hurricane than 
when they are affected by a female-named hurricane. Three experiments evaluated this 
hypothesis, showing that the gender of hurricanes through its naming (i.e., a male- vs. female-
named hurricane) and the gender of hurricane victims combine to influence individuals’ helping 
(i.e., donation) for the hurricane victim. Specifically, Essay 3 finds that (1) hurricane victims 
receive less help when they are affected by a female-named hurricane than when they are 
affected by a male-named hurricane (experiment 3B) and (2) a male victim receives less help 
than a female victim when the masculine name of a hurricane is made salient (experiment 3A 
and 3C).  
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This dissertation advances our understanding of the dynamic interplay of power and 
gender on consumption choices for self and others (Essay 1), risk perception and coping 
behaviors against a powerful natural force, “hurricane”, which is gendered (Essay 2), and helping 
(e.g., donation) for male versus female victims of male versus female hurricanes (Essay 3). 
Indeed, this dissertation offers boundary-spanning contributions by studying power and gender 
into the context of interactions between social entities (Essay 1) as well as between a social 
entity and a non-social entity (Essay 2 and 3).         
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CHAPTER 2: POWER, GENDER AND CONSUMPTION (ESSAY 1)  
2.1. Introduction 
Essay 1 aims to investigate how, when, and why power and gender combine to influence 
individuals’ consumption choices for themselves as well as for others. Emerging literature on 
power and consumer decisions has documented how and why power affects consumer decisions 
for the self and others (Rucker et al. 2012 for a review). Specifically, Rucker and other 
researchers found that power affects a range of consumer behaviors such as the amount of 
spending on self and others (Rucker, Dubois and Galinsky 2011), preferences for product size 
(Dubois, Rucker and Galinsky 2011), the visibility of brand logos (Nelissen and Meijers 2011), 
status-seeking (Rucker and Galinsky 2008) and preferences for utilitarian versus conspicuous 
consumption (Rucker and Galinsky 2009). This body of research suggests that having power 
leads to agency-orientation and self-centric decisions, resulting from an increase in the utility of 
oneself whereas lacking power leads to communion-orientation and other-centric decisions, 
resulting from an increase in the utility of others (see Rucker et al. 2012). 
However, little is known about whether, how and when the effect of power on individuals’ 
choices for self and the other in the social hierarchy is gendered. Individuals’ perceptions of their 
own power in the social hierarchy could be influenced by their relative power positions in the 
social hierarchy (subordinate vs. superordinate positions) – the actual control that they have over 
others’ outcomes or that others have over them.  However, these perceptions may also derive 
from experiences and beliefs beyond the relative power positions ascribed in the given social 
hierarchy– gender stereotypic beliefs and threat (e.g., men’s dominance over women; Fiske et al. 
2002). Therefore, there could be at least two sources of power in an interpersonal relationship in 
the social hierarchy, suggesting that concepts and behavioral dispositions associated with senses 
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of power may be activated from the ascribed power position in the social hierarchy, gender, or 
both.  In turn, these concepts and behavioral dispositions may affect individuals’ choices of 
products or services for self and the other if the choices symbolically connote their status and 
power differentials.  However, it should be noted that these concepts and behavioral dispositions 
activated from two different sources of power are not necessarily compatible and they may 
conflict with each other. For example, when a male lower in power interacts with a female higher 
in power in the social hierarchy, he may experience a conflict between high power deriving from 
his gender and low power deriving from his position in the social hierarchy. Taken together, 
these considerations give rise to few important questions that this essay aims to answer.  First, 
how do these different sources of power affect perceivers’ choices for themselves and the other 
whose power is either higher or lower than perceivers? Second, do males and females differ in 
the use of power as a basis of judgments for choices for self and the other? If so, how do they 
differ?  Third, is this gender difference, if it exists, contingent on gender matching between the 
self and the other?  
Considering gender as both intrapersonal (one’s gender) and intrapersonal constructs 
(gender matching) on consumer decisions in an interpersonal relationship, to my knowledge, this 
essay is the first to provide insights into the dynamic interplay between power and gender.  This 
interplay is more complex than previously discussed as I find that the effect of power on choices 
for self and the other is contingent on one’s gender and its match with the other’s gender.  
2.2. Literature Review 
2.2.1.   Gender difference and gender stereotypic beliefs   
“This at last is bone of my bones and flesh of my flesh; she shall be called Woman,  
because she was taken out of Man.”- Genesis 2:23 -  
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The gender stereotype is “oversimplified generalizations about women and men as 
individuals or groups, and it consists of beliefs and attributes as well as activities thought to be 
both appropriate to and representative of women and men” (Basow 1992; Bem 1981). Women 
are stereotypically believed to be passive, dependent, pure, and weak whereas men are 
stereotypically believed to be active, independent, coarse, and strong (Pleck 1995). These gender 
stereotypes are manifest across cultures and countries as women are associated with adjectives 
connoting warmth and powerlessness such as sentimental, dependent and submissive whereas 
men are associated with adjectives connoting competence and power such as dominant, 
independent and strong (William and Best 1990). 
Women and men are often socialized to have different social roles, motives, and self-
schemas. Women are socialized to have intimacy motives and interdependent self-schemas, 
reflecting low-power status and communion-value orientation. In contrast, men are socialized to 
have control motives and independent self-schemas, reflecting high-power status and agency-
value orientation (Brody 1999; Cross and Madson 1997). In turn, this socialization could 
generate expectancies about self and others of the same or the opposite gender, which is both 
descriptive (what women and men are like) and prescriptive (what women and men should be) 
(Merton 1968; Prentice and Carranza 2002). In a similar vein, social role theory posits that 
gender stereotypes are socially constructed from observations of women and men in gender-
typical domestic and occupational roles and segregation (Eagly and Wood 1999). This gender 
division of social roles causes both explicit and implicit segregation and inferences regarding 
women and men. Women are inferred to be more communal, warm and nurturing whereas men 
are inferred to be more agentic, competent and aggressive (Bosak, Sczesny and Eagly 2008; 
Eckes 2002; Fiske et al. 2002).  
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These gender-based inferences are pervasively made. For example, in biology textbooks 
even sperm is described as active and competing whereas the egg is described as passive and 
awaiting (Martin 1991). In linguistic studies, women are found to be more likely than men to use 
hedge words that make their speech more uncertain (Lakoff 1973), and this gender difference in 
the language use was also found in the trial testimonials in a courtroom in that women are more 
likely than men to use diffident  and passive expressions (O’Barr and Atkins 1980). However, 
this was not case for women with high social status, suggesting that powerlessness and 
marginalization of women in society underlie the gender difference in language use (Cameron 
1992; Kantor 1977).  
Gender stereotypes and inequality are also manifest in occupational segregation. Women 
are found or expected to be found in less powerful positions (e.g., a female nurse assisting a male 
doctor), and rarely in top leadership positions (Eagly and Carli 2007). For example, there were 
only 12 female CEOs in Fortune 500 companies in 2011, accounting for approximately 2 % of 
CEOs in Fortune 500 companies. In non-profit sectors such as education and charitable 
foundations, however, women are 53% of the chief executives of foundations and charitable 
giving programs in the U.S (Eagly and Carli 2007), representing communal and warm qualities 
for women, which are thought to be appropriate for non-profit sectors, in contrast to agentic and 
competent qualities for men, which are thought be appropriate for profit sectors (Fiske et al. 
2002; Deaux and Lewis 1984). To summarize, women are stereotypically viewed and prescribed 
as less powerful, empathic and communal whereas men are stereotypically viewed and 
prescribed as more powerful, ambitious, and competent (see Kite, Deaux and Haines 2008 for a 
review). 
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In consumer research, gender differences in consumer decision making have been 
reported. Meyers-Levy and her colleagues showed that men and women differ in their 
information processing styles (Meyers-Levy 1988; Meyers-Levy and Maheswaran 1991; 
Meyers-Levy and Sternthal 1991). Women have lower cognitive elaboration thresholds and they 
are more likely than men to engage in detailed processing (Meyers-Levy and Sternthal 1991). 
Furthermore, men were found to respond favorably to advertisements with agentic appeals 
whereas women were found to respond favorably to both advertisements with agentic and those 
with communal appeals, consistent with social role theory and socialization processes (Eagly and 
Wood 1999; Eagly, Wood and Diekman 2000).   
Other researchers have also reported fundamental gender differences in various domains 
of consumer decision making such as donation behaviors toward in- and out-group members 
(Winterich, Mittal, and Ross 2009), visual-temporal abilities and incongruent content detection 
(Noseworthy, Cotte and Lee 2011), relationship commitment and appreciation of sexual 
advertisements (Dahl, Sengupta and Vohs 2009), sex-typing and information processing of 
gender-relevant products (Schmitt, Leclerc and Dubé-Rioux 1988), and gender roles and 
households decision makings (Qualls 1987; Scanzoni 1977), to name few. To date, existing 
literature on gender and consumer decision making has considered gender as an intrapersonal 
and fixed construct, but it has ignored others’ gender with and for whom consumers interact and 
make decisions.      
2.2.2.   Power and consumption 
“All things are subject to interpretation whichever interpretation prevails at a given time is 
a function of power and not truth.” - Friedrich Nietzsche -  
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 Power is a fundamental concept in human functioning as social beings (Foucault 1982; 
Lukes 1974). Dialogue on power has permeates across time and place. Ancient Greek 
philosophers such as Aristotle considered power as a primary source of social stratification and 
were concerned about just distribution of power (Lenski 1984). In a similar vein, Confucius 
emphasized morality, virtue moderation and self-discipline in the use of power and its succession 
(Riegel 2013). These early discourses on power and its proper use, however, reflect the coercive 
nature of power as “asymmetric control over valuable resources in social relations” (Blau 1964; 
Pfeffer and Salancik 1978; see also Magee and Galinsky 2008 for review).  
 There is also a growing interest in power in social psychology and marketing. In 
particular, Galinsky and colleagues show that the state of being powerful, as compared to the 
state of being powerless, leads individuals to be action-oriented (Galinsky, Gruenfeld and Magee 
2003), to be less likely to take others’ perspectives (Galinsky et al. 2006), and to be more likely 
to objectify others (Gruenfeld et al. 2008). This is because having power (vs. lacking power) 
leads to an increase in agency-orientation and self-centric worldviews as well as a decrease in 
communion-orientation and other-centric worldviews (see Rucker et al. 2012 for review). 
Building upon these findings, an increasing number of consumer researchers have reported how 
and why power affects consumer decisions for self and others (Rucker et al. 2012). Specifically, 
power has been found to affects a range of consumer behaviors such as the amount of spending 
on self versus others (Rucker, Dubois and Galinsky 2011), preferences for product size (Dubois, 
Rucker and Galinsky 2011), status-seeking (Rucker and Galinsky 2008) and preferences for 
utilitarian versus conspicuous consumption (Rucker and Galinsky 2009). In addition, other 
researchers have also found that power affects individuals’ preference for the visibility of brand 
logos (Nelissen and Meijers 2011), that individuals with high power are more likely than those 
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with low power to engage in risky behaviors due to an increase in control beliefs in particular 
over the anthropomorphized objects or events (Kim and McGill 2011), and that individuals with 
high socioeconomic status (SES) are more likely than those with low SES to engage in unethical 
behaviors (Piff et al. 2012). To date, the research has not examined systematic gender differences 
in the effect of power on consumer decision making, and it is therefore not clear whether, how 
and when the effect of power on consumer decision making is gendered.   
2.3. Conceptual Framework and Hypotheses 
Of particular interest, studies on the effect of power on choices for self and the other 
suggest that having power leads to agency-orientation and self-regarding, resulting in more 
spending for self due to an increase in the utility of self whereas lacking power leads to 
communion-orientation and other-regarding, resulting in more spending for others due to an 
increase in the utility of others (Rucker et al. 2012). On the one hand, individuals who perceive 
themselves to have greater power than others in the social hierarchy may exert this power 
directly, while attempting to influence others with whom they interact. For example, they may 
distribute resources unevenly, allocating more to themselves. This conception of the effect of 
power on one’s orientation toward agency versus communion values is analogous to the effect of 
exchange versus communal relationships (Clark and Mills 1979). In other words, having power 
would lead individuals to be in an exchange relationship with others and to keep social distance 
from others whereas lacking power would lead individuals to be in a communal relationship with 
others and to have a sense of solidarity with others. On the other hand, they may do so by 
behaving in a way that connotes their relative higher power status indirectly. This might be done 
symbolically by making choices of products or services that imply and connote their power 
differential. 
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In line with this reasoning, individuals may hold a naïve belief that the choice of a more 
potent product (e.g., coffee with stronger taste) would elevate or sustain their state of power.  
This suggests that individuals with more power prefer a more potent product to sustain power as 
a confirmatory reaction whereas individuals with less power do so to elevate power as a 
compensatory reaction. Moreover, individuals with more power would be more agency-
oriented/self-regarding whereas individuals with less power would be more communion-
oriented/other-regarding.  Therefore, I argue that those with more power would be more reluctant 
than those with less power to sharing power with the other, in turn making a less strong choice 
(e.g., coffee with weaker taste) for the other. Taken together, these considerations suggest that 
individuals lower in power than the other in the social hierarchy would make a potent choice for 
self as well as for the other, resulting in the assimilation effect on choices for self and the other 
whereas those higher in power than the other in the social hierarchy would make a more potent 
choice for themselves than for the other, resulting in the contrast effect on choices for self and 
the other.      
H1: Individuals with more power will make a more potent choice for themselves than for 
the other whereas individuals with less power will make equally potent choices for 
themselves as for the other.  
The preceding hypothesis, however, does not consider one’s gender and its match with 
the other’s gender in an interactional dyad in the social hierarchy. Considering warmer and softer 
qualifications for females (Bosak et al. 2008; Fiske et al. 2002), females may generally make a 
weaker choice for self and the other. However, unless the other’s gender is specified, these 
behavioral dispositions derived from gender stereotypic beliefs and gender roles may not be 
salient enough to influence choices because individuals are less likely to view themselves and 
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others in the context of gender when interacting with the other of the same or unspecified gender 
(Deaux and Major 1987). Therefore, if the other’s gender is not identified, the choices for self 
and the other would be mainly affected by one’s sense of power and one’s gender would have 
little or no effect on the choices, consistent with the prediction made in H1.   
However, if the other’s gender is explicitly mentioned or there exist sufficient cues (e.g., 
name of the other) with which one could infer the other’s gender, the preceding hypothesis may 
no longer hold with the following considerations. First, when the other’s gender is identified, the 
degree to which gender stereotypic beliefs and relevant behavioral dispositions are made salient 
may depend on one’s gender and its match with the other’s gender – greater when interacting 
with the other of the opposite gender (gender-mismatch) but lesser when interacting with the 
other of the same gender (gender-match). Second, even if gender is matched, females and males 
may differ in the use of power in the face of the other either higher or lower in power than 
themselves in the social hierarchy in that females are typically less hierarchical but more 
communal than males (Fiske et al. 2002; Kurt, Inman, and Argo 2011). Last but not least, once 
the other’s gender is identified and there exists power disparity between the self and the other in 
the social hierarchy, there would be at least two different sources of power – one from one’s 
relative position in the social hierarchy and the other from gender. These sources of power may 
conflict with each other particularly when gender is mismatched and males’ dominance over 
females is violated in the social hierarchy. In turn, choices for self and the other may be made to 
resolve such conflicts implicitly by rejecting weaker qualifications but confirming stronger 
qualifications ascribed either by one’s relative position in the social hierarchy or by gender 
stereotypes. Taken together, these considerations suggest that the effect of power on choices for 
self and the other would be contingent on one’s gender and its match with the other’s gender.                               
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 A linguistic study on phonetic convergence during conversational interactions in the 
same gender dyads (Pardo 2006) is particularly relevant to situations in which power disparity 
between self and the other exists and gender is matched in the social hierarchy. In this study, 
pairs of participants in the same-gender dyads (man-man dyad vs. woman-woman dyad) were 
provided with a map containing either complete or incomplete information, and then asked to 
engage in natural conversational interaction to arrive at a destination by using the maps.  
Although power was not overtly manipulated, it was subtly manipulated in that participants in 
the study were assigned either to a leader role when having a complete map (more powerful) or 
to a follower role when having an incomplete map (less powerful). Significant phonetic 
convergences were found in both dyads.  However, the direction of the convergence was 
different.  In the man-man dyads, male participants with an incomplete map (i.e., followers) 
adjusted their phonetic styles to those of their partners with a complete map (i.e., leaders).  
However, the opposite was true in the woman-woman dyads in that female participants with a 
complete map (i.e., leaders) adjusted their phonetic styles to those of their partners with an 
incomplete map (i.e., followers).  In sum, these findings indicate that how individuals use power 
in an interpersonal relationship could be gendered.  Specifically, when interacting with the other 
of the same gender, powerful men would be more hierarchical and more agency-oriented 
whereas powerful women would be less hierarchical and more communion-oriented.   
 Following these considerations, I argue that when gender is matched, a male with more 
power would choose a more potent product for himself than for the other with less power, 
resulting in the contrast effect on choices. However, a female with more power would adjust the 
choice for herself to that of the other, and choose a less potent product for both herself and the 
other, resulting in the assimilation effect on choices. Otherwise, both a male and a female with 
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less power would choose an equally potent product for both self and the other, consistent with 
the prediction made in H1.        
H2: When gender is matched a male with more power will make a more potent choice for 
himself than for the other with less power whereas a female with high power will choose 
a less potent choice for herself as well as for the other with low power.                        
H3: When gender is matched, both a male and a female with less power will make an 
equally potent choice for both the self and the other.   
Another linguistic study on gender differences in the use of hedge words (Carli 1990) is 
noteworthy for the situation in which power disparity between self and the other exists and 
gender is mismatched. In this study, females were found to use more hedge words than men, 
reflecting the prescriptive nature of submissiveness of women stereotypes. However, this was 
true only when talking to men, in turn suggesting that gender-related schemata are more likely to 
be activated when interacting with the other of the opposite gender than when interacting with 
the other of the same gender (Deaux and Major 1987). Conversely, this would also be true for 
men in that the stereotype of being domineering would be activated to a greater extent when 
interacting with the other of the opposite gender than when interacting with the other of the same 
gender. As noted earlier, these considerations suggest that when gender is mismatched in 
interpersonal interactions in the social hierarchy two sources of power are germane - one from 
power disparity in the social hierarchy and the other from gender stereotypes. These two sources 
of power may conflict with each other when a female holds an upper position than a male in the 
social hierarchy. In this case, a female higher in power than a male in the social hierarchy may 
experience an increased gender stereotype threat (e.g., submissive, weak) in conflict with the 
self-concept derived from her superior position in the social hierarchy (e.g., leading, strong).  In 
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a similar vein, a male lower in power than a female in the social hierarchy would experience an 
increased gender stereotype threat (e.g., domineering, strong) in conflict with the self-concept 
derived from his inferior position in the social hierarchy (e.g., following, weak). Therefore, both 
a female with more power and a male with less power would be motivated to reject weaker 
qualifications but confirm stronger qualifications ascribed either by their relative positions in the 
social hierarchy or by gender stereotypes by making a more potent choice for themselves than 
for the other, resulting in the contrast effect on choices for self and the other.  
However, when a male holds an upper position than a female in the social hierarchy, 
there would be no competing sense of power. Therefore, a male higher in power than a female in 
the social hierarchy would make a more potent choice for himself than for the other. In contrast, 
a female lower in power than a male in the social hierarchy would choose a less potent product 
for herself than for the other, adhering to the weak and submissive women stereotypes.      
H4: When gender is mismatched, both a female with more power and a male with less 
power will choose a more potent product for themselves than for the other. 
H5: When gender is mismatched, a female with less power will choose a less potent 
product for herself than for the other whereas a male with more power will choose a 
more potent product for himself than for the other.    
 Four experiments are designed to test these hypotheses. Experiment 1A and 1B examines 
the effect of power on choices for self and the other under conditions in which the other’s gender 
is blinded and the other’s position is similar to one’s position in the social hierarchy (H1). In 
experiment 1A, power is cognitively induced and irrelevant to the context in which the choices 
for self and the other are to be made. In experiment 1B, power is structurally placed in the social 
hierarchy. Experiment 1C investigates contingencies of this effect on one’s gender and its match 
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or mismatch with the other’s gender in the social hierarchy in which the other holds an upper or a 
lower position while keeping one’s position constant across conditions (H2, H3, H4, and H5). 
Finally, experiment 1D evaluates whether the nature of the social hierarchy “de-genders” the 
effect of power on choices for self and the other. Across four experiments, individuals’ coffee 
choices for themselves and the other are used for a main dependent measure. This is because 
coffee has been known to be metaphorically and physiologically associated with the elevated or 
sustained sense of power by helping people to boost energy and stay awaken and effective 
(Graham 2001; Peeling and Dawson 2007; Ryan, Hatfiled and Hofstetter 2002; Roseberry 1996; 
Satin 2011).   
2.4. Experiment 1A 
2.4.1. Overview 
The purpose of experiment 1A was to examine the effect of power on individuals’ 
choices metaphorically associated with a sense of power (i.e., coffee with mild or strong taste) 
for self as well as for the other when the other’s gender is not specified and the other is similar in 
power in the social hierarchy. 
2.4.2. Method 
One hundred and thirty-five undergraduate students whose native language is English 
participated for course credit. Upon arrival, participants were told that the purpose of the 
experiment was to investigate how people use language in describing thoughts and feelings about 
past experiences. They were randomly assigned to one of the three conditions: high power, low 
power or control conditions. For the power manipulation, an episodic memory recall task was 
adapted from previous research on power (e.g., Rucker and Galinsky 2008). Specifically, 
participants in the high-power condition were instructed as below: 
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[Please recall a particular incident in which you had power over another individual or 
individuals. By power, we mean a situation in which you controlled the ability of another 
person or persons to get something they wanted, or were in a position to evaluate those 
individuals. Please describe this situation in which you had power — what happened, 
how you felt, etc.] 
Participants in the low-power condition were instructed as below: 
[Please recall a particular incident in which someone else had power over you. By power, 
we mean a situation in which someone had control over your ability to get something you 
wanted, or was in a position to evaluate you. Please describe this situation in which you 
did not have power — what happened, how you felt, etc.] 
And participants in the control condition were instructed as below:  
[Please recall a range of activities that you did last weekend.  What did you do last 
weekend? Please describe what happened, how you felt, etc.] 
Participants reported in the low and high power conditions reported the extent to which 
they felt powerful in the incident by using a 1-7 point scale (1 = not powerful, 7 = powerful), but 
participants in the control condition did not. In a seemingly unrelated task, whereby choices of 
coffee for self and for the other were measured, a mock IRB and a new cover story were first 
provided and all participants then were presented with the following scenario: 
[Please imagine that you and your colleague are having a coffee break together.  For the 
coffee break, you would like to choose two of the coffee capsules listed below, one 
serving yourself and the other serving your colleague. Of course, your colleague and you 
can enjoy latte, americano, espresso, cappuccino, or any other specialty coffee with the 
capsules upon preference.] 
 Afterwards, information of five types of coffee varying by their strength of taste was 
presented (Appendix A), participants reported their choices of coffee capsules for themselves 
and their colleague, and they then provided demographic information such as age, gender, 
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ethnicity/race, native language, and nationality. Finally, participants were thanked, debriefed and 
dismissed.        
2.4.3. Results and discussion 
Manipulation check.      A two-way ANOVA with power (low vs. high power) and 
gender (male vs. female) yielded a significant main effect of power on reported feelings of power 
(F (1, 86) = 67.81, p < .001; Mlow-power = 2.87 vs. Mhigh-power = 5.20), but neither the interaction 
between power and gender nor the main effect of gender was significant (Fs < 1), suggesting that 
the power manipulation was successful and it was unaffected by gender.    
Choices for self and the other.      A series of paired-samples t-tests revealed that 
participants in the high power condition chose significantly stronger coffee for themselves than 
for others (Mself = 6.41, Mother = 4.73, Mdifference = 1.68; t (43) = 5.29, p < .001). However, this 
difference was not found in the low power condition (Mself = 6.00, Mother = 6.30, Mdifference = - .30; 
t < 1) or in the control condition (Mself = 5.24, Mother = 5.51, Mdifference = - .28; t < 1), supporting 
H1.  
Figure 1 – Coffee Choices for Self and the Other (Experiment 1A) 
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To examine whether or not individuals with high power (vs. low power and control) 
choose stronger coffee for self than for the other, resulting in the greater difference between 
choices for self and for the other, and to assess whether this effect is gendered, differences 
between choices for self and for the other (SOD, hereafter) were computed by subtracting the 
value of choice for the other from the value of choice for self for each of participants. Therefore, 
positive SOD indicates that participants chose stronger coffee for self than for the other whereas 
negative SOD indicates that participants chose stronger coffee for the other than for self.  A two-
way ANOVA with power and gender was performed on SOD.  Neither the main effect of gender 
(F (1, 129) = .29, p = .59) nor interaction of power and gender (F (2, 129) = 1.19, p = .31) was 
significant, but the main effect of power was significant (F (2, 129) = 7.42 p = .001).  
Participants in the high-power condition chose stronger coffee for self than for the other 
(MSOD = 1.68) than did those in the low power condition (MSOD = -.30) and in the control 
condition (MSOD = -.27), supporting H1. Nonetheless, this effect of power was more evident for 
male (F (2, 129) = 7.05, p = .001) than for female participants (F (2, 129) = 1.92, p = .15), even 
though a pairwise comparison between female participants in the high power condition (MSOD = 
1.14) and in the control condition (MSOD = -.53) showed a marginally significant difference (p 
= .06). 
Experiment 1A confirmed the effect of power on choices for self and the other 
particularly when the other’s gender was unspecified and the other’s power position in the social 
hierarchy is equivalent to that of the self. It provided initial support for H1 that individuals with 
high power make a more potent choice for themselves than for the other and gender has little or 
no effect unless the other’s gender is specified. It should be noted that, even though power was 
manipulated in one’s relation to others by recalling one’s past experience, the other for whom 
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participants made a choice were not those with whom participants had formed a power 
relationship in the original situation. 
2.5. Experiment 1B 
2.5.1. Overview 
The purpose of experiment 1B was to examine the effect of power which is structurally 
placed in the social hierarchy in which choices for self and the other are to be made. In other 
words, I manipulated participants’ relative power position either higher or lower than the other’s 
power position in the social hierarchy by employing different positions of the other either as a 
vice president or as a senior staff while keeping participants’ position constant as a section 
manager across conditions.            
2.5.2. Method 
One hundred and seventeen undergraduate students whose native language is English 
participated for course credit. Upon arrival, participants were told that the purpose of the 
experiment was to investigate how people make choices in an organization. Afterwards, a rank 
structure of a company was presented to acquaint participants with their position and other 
positions in the social hierarchy (Appendix B), and they were asked to:  
[Imagine that you are working at a large consumer goods company which has the 
following rank structure as presented below. Please carefully see and understand the rank 
structure and your position in your company. We will later ask you about the rank 
structure and your position in your company.] 
In other words, all participants were informed that they were a section manager in a large 
consumer goods company which is in the middle of the rank structure of the company. 
Afterwards, participants in the low-power condition were asked to imagine that they would have 
a meeting either with a vice president (two-rank higher) whereas those in the high-power 
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condition with a senior staff (two-rank lower) and they would have a coffee break before the 
meeting as shown in the instruction below:   
[You are a section manager in your company. You will have a meeting with “a vice 
president” (or “a senior staff”), “who directs you” (or “whom you direct”).] 
Afterwards, all participants received the following instructions based on experimental conditions.   
[Before the meeting, you will have a coffee break with the “vice president” (or “senior 
staff”), "who directs you" (or “whom you direct”). For the coffee break, you will choose 
two coffee capsules listed in the following page, one serving yourself and the other 
serving the “vice president” (or “senior staff”).] 
Information about coffee was then presented as in experiment 1 (Appendix A), and all 
participants reported their choices of coffee for themselves as well as for the other.  For 
manipulation checks, all participants reported their sense of power as compared either to the vice 
president or to the senior staff based on the condition to which they were assigned. They 
responded to the question “as compared to the vice president (or the senior staff), please indicate 
the extent to which you feel powerful” by using a 1-7 point scale (1 = not powerful, 7 = 
powerful).  Afterwards, they reported their gender along with other demographic information. 
Finally, they were thanked, debriefed and dismissed.  
2.5.3. Results and discussion  
Manipulation check.      A two-way ANOVA with power (low vs. high power) and 
participants’ gender (male vs. female) yielded a significant main effect of power on reported 
feelings of power (F (1, 113) = 64.75, p < .001; Mlow-power = 3.35 vs. Mhigh-power = 5.10), but 
neither the interaction between power and gender nor the main effect of gender was significant 
(ps > .10), suggesting that the power manipulation was successful and it was unaffected by 
participants’ gender.    
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Choices for self and the other.      Two paired-samples t-tests under each power condition 
revealed that participants in the high power condition chose significantly stronger coffee for 
themselves than for others (Mself = 6.83 SD = 1.92, Mother = 5.83, SD = 1.62, Mdifference = 1.00, SD 
= 1.90; t (59) = 4.09, p < .001).  However, this difference was not found in the low power 
condition (Mself = 5.51, SD = 2.08, Mother = 5.75, SD = 1.89, Mdifference = - .25; t (56) < 1). SOD 
index scores for each participant were computed as in experiment 1, and a two-way ANOVA 
with power and gender was performed on SOD.  Neither the main effect of gender nor its 
interaction with power was significant (Fs < 1).  
Figure 2 – Coffee Choices for Self and the Other (Experiment 1B) 
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 Experiment 1A and 1B provided converging evidence that individuals with more power 
make a more potent choice for themselves than for the other and one’s gender has little or no 
effect unless the other’s gender is specified.  This was true when power was cognitively induced 
outside the social hierarchy where choices for self and the other were made (experiment 1.1) and 
power differentials existed innately in the social hierarchy (experiment 1.2).  In the following 
experiment, I investigate the effect of power on choices for self as well as for the other with 
whom participants form a power relationship and whose gender is specified.         
2.6. Experiment 1C 
2.6.1. Overview 
The purpose of experiment 1C was to investigate whether and how the effect of power on 
choices for self and the other is contingent on one’s gender and its match or mismatch with the 
other’s gender.    
2.6.2. Method 
 One hundred and sixty undergraduate students whose native language is English 
participated for course credit. Experiment 1C employed a 2 (power: low-power vs. high-power) 
× 2 (gender of the other: female vs. male) × 2 (gender of participant: female, male) between-
subjects design. Participants’ gender was obtained at the end of the experiment along with other 
demographic information. Power was manipulated by employing different positions of the other 
either as a vice president or as a senior staff while keeping participants’ position constant as a 
section manager across conditions as in experiment 1B. The overall procedure in experiment 1C 
was identical to that employed in experiment 1B except that gender of the other was manipulated 
by employing one of the following two names of the other – Alexander Yates (male) and Jenna 
May (female). Specifically, participants were instructed as follows:         
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[You are a section manager in your company. You will have a meeting with “a vice 
president” (or “a senior staff”), “Alexander Yates” (or “Jenna May”) “who directs you” 
(or “whom you direct”).] 
[Before the meeting, you will have a coffee break with the “vice president” (or “senior 
staff”), “Alexander Yates” (or “Jenna May”) "who directs you" (or “whom you direct”). 
For the coffee break, you will choose two coffee capsules listed in the following page, 
one serving yourself and the other serving the “vice president” (or “senior staff”), 
“Alexander Yates” (or “Jenna May”).] 
Therefore, one’s power relative to the other and gender of the other were manipulated 
simultaneously.  
Information about coffee was then presented as in the previous experiments (appendix A), 
and all participants reported their choices of coffee for themselves as well as for the other.  For 
manipulation checks for power and gender of the other, all participants reported their sense of 
power as compared either to the vice president or to the senior staff based on the condition to 
which they had been assigned. They responded to the question “as compared to the vice 
president (or the senior staff), please indicate the extent to which you feel powerful” by using a 
1-7 point scale (1 = not powerful, 7 = powerful), and guessed the gender of the other.  
Afterwards, they reported their gender along with other demographic information. Finally, they 
were thanked, debriefed and dismissed.  
2.6.3. Results and discussion 
Manipulation check.    A three-way ANOVA with power, participants’ gender and 
gender of the other was performed on reported feelings of power as compared to the other.  
There was a significant main effect of power (F (1, 152) = 196.31, p < .001), meaning that 
participants whose position (i.e., section manager) was higher than the other’s position (i.e., 
senior staff) felt more powerful (M = 5.15) than the other whereas participants whose position 
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was lower than the other’s position (i.e., vice president) felt less powerful than the other (M = 
2.96). However, other main effects and interactions were insignificant (all Fs < 1.2, all ps > .29), 
indicating that power manipulation through rank structure was successful. Furthermore, all 
participants correctly guessed either Jenna May to be a female or Alexander Yates to be a male, 
confirming successful manipulation of the other’s gender.      
Choices for self and the other.      A series of paired-samples t-tests were conducted for 
each cell of the 2 (power: low-power, high-power) × 2 (gender of participant: female, male) ×2 
(gender of the other: female, male) between-subjects design. For male participants, those in in 
the high power condition chose significantly stronger coffee for themselves than for the other 
both when the other’s gender was male (gender-match: Mself = 6.27, Mother = 4.45, Mdifference = 
1.82; t (21) = 3.58, p = .002) and when the other’s gender was female (gender-mismatch: (Mself = 
6.09, Mother = 5.09, Mdifference = 1.00; t (21) = 1.80, p = .09). Furthermore, male participants in the 
low power condition chose equally strong coffee for both themselves and the other whose gender 
was male (gender-match: Mself = 6.48, Mother = 6.00, Mdifference = .48; t < 1). However, when the 
other’s gender was female, a reverse pattern was found in male participants in the low power 
condition in that they chose stronger coffee for themselves than for the other although this 
difference was not significant (gender-mismatch: Mself = 6.00, Mother = 4.95, Mdifference = 1.05; t 
(18) = 1.32, p = .20), providing partial support for H4. 
For female participants, those in the high power condition chose significantly stronger 
coffee for themselves than for the other when the other’s gender was male (gender-mismatch: 
Mself =6.70, Mother = 5.30, Mdifference = 1.40; t (19) = 2.77, p = .01), but chose equally weak coffee 
for both themselves and the other when the other’s gender is female (gender-match: Mself = 5.14, 
Mother = 5.05, Mdifference = .10; t < 1), supporting H2.  In contrast, female participants in the low 
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power condition chose significantly weaker coffee for themselves than for the other when the 
other’s gender was male (gender-mismatch: Mself = 5.33, Mother = 7.07, Mdifference = - 1.73; t (14) = 
- 2.69, p < .05), but this difference was not found when the other’s gender was female (gender-
match: Mself = 5.75, Mother = 6.25, Mdifference = - .50; t < 1), supporting H3.  
Figure 3 – Male Participants’ Coffee Choices for Self and the Other (Experiment 1C) 
 
        Figure 4 – Female Participants’ Coffee Choices for Self and the Other (Experiment 1C)   
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 To examine whether or not the effect of power on choices for self and the other is 
contingent on one’s gender and its match with the other, SOD scores for participants were 
computed as in experiment 1A and 1B.  A three-way ANOVA with power, gender of participant 
and gender of the other was performed on SOD, and it yielded a significant main effect of power 
(F (1, 152) = 9.08, p < .01) and a significant two-way interaction between power and gender of 
the other (F (1, 152) = 5.57, p = .02). No other effects were significant (all ps > .10), including a 
three-way interaction among these variables (F < 1).  
The two-way interaction was further analyzed by running two two-way ANOVAs 
separately for female versus male participants. For female participants, a two-way ANOVA with 
power and gender of the other generated a significant main effect of power (F (1, 68) = 12.13, p 
= .001) and a significant interaction between power and gender of the other (F (1, 68) = 5.62, p 
< .05). A main effect of gender of the other was nonsignificant (F < 1). When the other’s gender 
is male (gender-mismatch), power had a significant effect in that female participants in the 
higher power condition chose significantly stronger coffee for themselves (MSOD = 1.40) than did 
those in the low power condition (MSOD = - 1.73; F (1, 68) = 16.66, p < .01). When the other’s 
gender is female (gender-match), power had no effect in that female participants in the high 
power condition chose equally weak coffee for themselves and the other (MSOD = .10) and those 
in the low power condition chose slightly weaker coffee for themselves (MSOD = -.50; F < 1).   
For male participants, neither main effects of power and gender of the other nor the 
interaction between them was significant (all ps > .25). Nonetheless, it should be noted that this 
was because when the other’s gender is female (gender-mismatch) male participants chose 
stronger coffee for themselves both when powerful (MSOD = 1.00) and when less powerful (MSOD 
= 1.05; F < 1). However, when other’s gender is male (gender-match), male participants in the 
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high power condition chose much stronger coffee for themselves (MSOD = 1.82) than did those in 
the low power condition (MSOD = .48) even though the difference was not statistically significant 
(F (1, 84) = 2.58, p = .11).  
Figure 5 – Self-Other Difference in Coffee Choices (Experiment 1C)    
 
When gender was mismatched, male participants in the high power condition chose 
stronger coffee for themselves (Mself = 6.09) than for the other (Mother = 5.09) with positive SOD 
(MSOD = 1.00). This was also the case for male participants in the low power condition (Mself = 
6.00, Mother = 4.95, MSOD = 1.05). When gender was mismatched, female participants in the high 
power condition chose stronger coffee for themselves (Mself = 6.70) than for the other (Mother = 
5.30) with positive SOD (MSOD = 1.40) whereas female participants in the lower power condition 
chose weaker coffee for themselves (Mself = 5.33) than for the other (Mother = 7.07) with negative 
SOD (MSOD = - 1.73), providing partial support for H4 and H5.   
Additional analyses with pairwise comparisons also revealed that, when gender was 
mismatched, the simple effect of power on SOD was not significant for male+ participants (F < 
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1), but significant for female participants (Mhigh_power = 1.40 vs. Mlow_power = - 1.73; F (1, 68) = 
16.66, p < .01). Taken together, these results further support H4 and H5.  
Moderated mediation analysis. To shed some light on the underlying process 
behind the reported effects of power, gender of participants and gender of the other on SOD, a 
moderated mediation model was evaluated. As shown earlier in the manipulation check for 
power, neither participants’ gender and the other’s gender nor any interaction among one’s 
relative position, participant’s gender and the other’s gender affected perceived power.   
Table 1 – Statistical Summary of Moderated Mediation Analysis in Experiment 1C 
 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 
Outcomes Self-Other Difference (SOD) 
Power Difference 
(PD) 
Self-Other Difference 
(SOD) 
 coefficient p-value Coefficient p-value coefficient p-value 
Intercept - .03 (.31) .93 
2.96 
(.11) < .001 
- 1.86 
(1.10) .09 
Rank Position 
(RP) 
1.11  
(.43) .010 
2.19 
(.15) < .001 
.37  
(.62) .55 
Perceived  
Relative Power 
(PRP) 
NA NA NA NA .70  (.29) .02 
Gender of 
Participant 
(GP) 
NA NA NA NA - 2.33 (1.74) .18 
Gender of the Other 
(GO) NA NA NA NA 
3.49 
(1.54) .03 
PRP*GP NA NA NA NA -.29    (.40) .48 
PRP*GO NA NA NA NA -.89  (.35) .01 
GP*GO NA NA NA NA -.12  (2.53) .96 
PRP*GP*GO NA NA NA NA .01    (.577) .99 
Note. – Numbers in parentheses are standard errors. NA indicates “not analyzed” as parameters 
were not entered into models.   
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However, I argue that the effect of one’s relative power position in the social hierarchy 
on differences in choices for self and for the other through perceived relative power would be 
moderated by gender (especially gender of the other). As displayed in figure 6, I tested a 
moderated mediation model which included one’s relative rank position as a predictor, perceived 
relative power as a mediator, and participants’ gender and the other’s gender as moderators for 
the mediation effect through perceived relative power on SOD, and SOD as a criterion. A 
moderated mediation model with two moderators was employed to show conditional indirect 
effects of perceived relative power on SOD (PROCESS MODEL 18; Hayes 2012). Before doing 
so, I obtained the total effects of one’s relative rank position on SOD (model 1 in table 1) and 
perceived relative power (model 2 in table 1) by running two simple regressions separately. As 
expected, one’s relative rank positions predicted both perceived relative power (b = 2.19, SE 
= .15, t = 14.41, p < .001) and SOD (b = 1.11, SE = .43 t = 2.61, p = .01). 
Figure 6 – Conceptual Model for Moderated Mediation Analysis in Experiment 1C 
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Figure 7 – Statistical Model for Moderated Mediation Analysis in Experiment 1C 
 
Next, perceived relative power, gender of participant, gender of the other, and their full 
interaction terms along with one’s relative rank position (model 3 in table 1) were entered into 
the equation for SOD.  The direct effect of one’s relative rank position on SOD was no longer 
significant (b = .37, SE = .62, t = .594, p = .55). More importantly, the two-way interaction 
between perceived relative power and gender of the other was significant (b = - .89, SE = .35, t = 
- 2.53, p = .01), suggesting that the indirect effect of one’s relative rank position on SOD through 
perceived relative power depends on gender of the other. Specifically, for male participants, the 
indirect effect of one’s relative position on SOD through perceived relative power was not 
significant when the other’s gender was female (gender-mismatch; b = - .413; bootstrapping test 
with 95% CI with 5000 resamples = - 1.91 to 1.39), but significant when the other’s gender was 
male (gender-match; b= 1.55; bootstrapping test with 95% CI with 5000 resamples = .14 to 2.88).  
In contrast, the indirect effect of one’s relative power position on SOD through perceived 
relative power was not significant when the other’s gender was female (gender-match: b = .24; 
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bootstrapping test with 95% CI with 5000 resamples = - 1.05 to 1.55), but significant when the 
other’s gender is male (gender-mismatch: b = 2.19; bootstrapping test with 95% CI with 5000 
resamples = .63 to 3.55).  Taken together, both female and male participants appeared to use 
perceived relative power as a basis of judgments for choices for self and the other only when the 
other is male. However, it should be noted that the insignificant indirect effects when interacting 
with females are outcomes of completely different choices made by male and female participants. 
As shown in the previous paired-samples t-tests, when the other’s gender is female male 
participants in the low power condition chose stronger coffee for themselves than for the other 
(Mself = 6.09, Mother = 5.09, Mdifference = 1.00; t (21) = 1.80, p = .09) whereas female participants in 
the high power condition chose equally weak coffee for themselves and the other (Mself = 5.14, 
Mother = 5.05, Mdifference = .10; t < 1), in turn offsetting the overall indirect effects.  
Across three experiments, I provided insights into the dynamic interplay between power 
and gender by showing that the effect of power and gender on choices for self and the other is 
contingent on one’s gender and its match or mismatch with the other’s gender. When the other’s 
gender was identified, there existed a fundamental gender difference in the use of power as a 
basis of judgments for choices for self and the other, suggesting that these choices could be made 
in order to connote power differential along with a consideration of the other’s gender. However, 
there remain two important questions to address. First, across different organizations, there may 
be a substantial difference in the level of competitiveness. In other words, what individuals in a 
more competitive social hierarchy value and believe to be appropriate when interacting with the 
other may differ from what those in a less competitive social hierarchy value and believe to be 
appropriate when interacting with the other. Second, one’s chronic value orientation toward 
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agency versus communion rather than gender may also interact with one’s relative power in the 
social hierarchy. I address these two questions in the following experiment.   
2.7. Experiment 1D 
2.7.1. Overview 
 The purpose of experiment 1D was twofold, (1) to examine whether the competitive 
nature of the social hierarchy “degenderizes” the effect of power on choices for self and the other 
and (2) to examine whether one’s chromic orientation toward agency versus communion values 
and power combine to influence choices for self and the other. 
2.7.2. Method 
 Five hundred and one undergraduates participated for course credit. Experiment 1D 
employed a 2 (power: low-power vs. high-power) × 2 (gender of the other: female vs. male) × 2 
(participants’ gender participant: female, male) between-subjects design. The procedure 
employed in experiment 1D was identical to that employed in experiment 1C with two 
exceptions. First, the power disparity was made in a more competitive social hierarchy. Second, 
individual differences in chronic orientations toward agency vs. communion values were also 
measured (Trapnell and Paulhus 2012). Specifically, participants were instructed as follows:   
[Imagine that you are working at a large financial services company specialized in fund 
investment, accounting and M&A which has the following rank structure as presented 
below and provides competitive salary package based on your performance (base + 
incentive bonuses). Please carefully see and understand the rank structure and your 
position in your company. We will later ask you about the rank structure and your 
position in your company.] 
 Power was manipulated by employing different positions of the other either as a vice 
president or as a senior staff while keeping participants’ position constant as a section manager 
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across conditions, and gender of the other was manipulated by using either a masculine 
(Alexander Yates) or a feminine name (Jenna May) as in experiment 1C. After reporting their 
choices of coffee for self and the other, participants completed two filler tasks, and then reported 
their chronic orientations toward agency and communion values (Agentic and Communal Value 
Scale “ACV”; Trapnell and Paulhus 2012). ACV consists of six agency-value items (competence, 
achievement, power, status, recognition, superiority; α = .79) and six communion-value items 
(forgiveness, altruism, loyalty, honesty, compassion, civility; α = .78) along with 9-point scales 
(1 = not important to me, 5 = quite important to me, 9 = highly important to me: Appendix C). 
Agency and communion orientation indices were computed separately. Finally, participants were 
thanked, debriefed and dismissed.        
2.7.3. Results and discussion 
Manipulation check.    A three-way ANOVA with power, participants’ gender and 
gender of the other was performed on reported feelings of power as compared to the other.  
There was a significant main effect of power (F (1, 493) = 582.36, p < .00001) in that 
participants interacting with the other whose position was at the senior staff level felt more 
powerful (M = 5.38) than those interacting with the other whose position was a vice president (M 
= 2.99). All other main effects and interactions were nonsignificant (all ps > .28), indicating a 
successful power manipulation.   
Choices for self and the other. A series of paired-samples t-tests were conducted 
for each cell of the 2 (power: low-power, high-power) × 2 (gender of participant: female, male) × 
2 (gender of the other: female, male) between-subjects design. For male participants, those in in 
the high power condition chose significantly stronger coffee for themselves than for the other 
when the other’s gender was female (gender-mismatch: Mself = 6.70, Mother = 5.44, Mdifference = 
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1.26; t (56) = 3.70, p = .001), but not when the other’s gender was male (gender-match: Mself = 
6.31, Mother = 5.92, Mdifference = .39; t (50) = .97, p > .33). Male participants in the low power 
condition chose equally strong coffee for both themselves and the other whose gender was male 
(gender-match: Mself = 6.42, Mother = 5.92, Mdifference = .50; t (47) = 1.55, p > .12). When the other 
gender was female, male participants in the low power condition chose slightly weaker coffee for 
both themselves and the other (gender-mismatch: Mself = 5.66, Mother = 5.48, Mdifference = .17; t < 
1). The overall pattern found in experiment 1D was similar to that found in experiment 1C in that 
male participants were shown to choose stronger coffee for themselves when having more power. 
However, this was true only when interacting with the other of the opposite gender whose 
position was lower in the social hierarchy.  
For female participants, those in the high power condition chose significantly stronger 
coffee for themselves than for the other when the other’s gender was female (gender-match: Mself 
=6.35, Mother = 5.25, Mdifference = 1.10; t (68) = 4.35, p < .001), but not when the other’s gender 
was male (gender-mismatch: Mself =5.51, Mother = 5.62, Mdifference = -.11; t < 1).  In contrast, 
female participants in the low power condition chose significantly weaker coffee for themselves 
than for the other when the other’s gender was female (gender-match: Mself =5.41, Mother = 6.06, 
Mdifference = -.65; t (67) = -2.29 p = .03), but not when the other’s gender is male (Mself =5.63, 
Mother = 6.05, Mdifference= -.42; t (75) = -1.37, p = .13).  
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Figure 8 and 9 – Coffee Choices for Self and the Other (Experiment 1D) 
 
 
Contrary to the findings in experiment 1C, these findings suggest that concepts and 
beliefs related to gender stereotype might be more accessible for females in a more competitive 
social hierarchy when interacting with the other of the same gender. In particular, females in the 
high power would be even more hierarchical when interacting with the other of the same gender 
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than when interacting with the other of the opposite gender. In other words, females with more 
power in a more competitive social hierarchy might be more motivated to reject weaker 
qualifications derived from their gender in the face of the other with the same gender.    
 SOD scores for each of the participants were computed as in the previous experiments, 
and a three-way ANOVA with power, participants’ gender and gender of the other was 
performed on SOD. Significant main effects of power (F (1, 493) = 11.54, p = .001) and 
participants’ gender (F (1, 493) = 7.185, p < .01), a marginally significant effect of gender of the 
other (F (1, 493) = 2.90, p = .09), and a significant interaction of power and gender of the other 
(F (1, 493) = 8.64, p < .01) were found. No other effects were significant (all ps > .20). A two-
way ANCOVA with power, gender of the other and participants’ gender (a covariate) was 
conducted. Participants’ gender was predictive of SOD (F (1, 496) = 7.12, p < .01), meaning that 
male participants are more likely than female participants to choose stronger coffee for 
themselves than for the other. Moreover, there were a significant main effect of power (F (1, 496) 
= 13.07, p < .001), a marginally significant main effect of gender of the other (F (1, 496) = 3.29, 
p = .07) as well as a significant interaction between power and gender of the other (F (1, 496) = 
8.67, p = .003). In other words, when the other’s gender was female, participants in the high 
power condition chose much stronger coffee for themselves than for the other (MSOD = 1.16) than 
did those in the low power condition (MSOD = -.29; F (1, 496) = 21.645, p < .0001). However, 
this difference was not found when the other’s gender was male in that choices for themselves 
and the other were assimilated both when more powerful (MSOD = .11) and when less powerful 
(MSOD = -.04; F < 1). 
 Two three-way ANOVAs with power, participants’ gender and gender of the other were 
performed separately on choices for self and for the other. Regarding coffee choice for self, there 
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were significant main effects of participants’ gender (F (1, 493) = 7.08, p < .01) and power (F (1, 
493) = 4.61, p < .05). In addition, the interaction of power and gender of the other was also 
significant (F (1, 493) = 7.21, p < .01). This was because the effect of power on choice for self 
was significant only when interacting with the other whose gender was female (Mhigh_power = 6.51 
vs. Mlow_power = 5.52), but nonsignificant when interacting with the other whose gender was male 
(Mhigh_power = 5.84 vs. Mlow_power = 5.94).  However, no other effects were significant, including 
the three-way interaction of power, participants’ gender and gender of the other (all ps > .22). 
Regarding choice for the other, there were marginally significant main effects of power (F (1, 
493) = 3.52, p = .06) and gender of the other (F (1, 493) = 3.53, p = .06). In addition, there was a 
marginally significant interaction of power and participants’ gender (F (1, 493) = 3.10, p = .08). 
This was because participants in the high power conditions chose weaker coffee for the other 
than did those in the low power conditions (Mhigh_power = 5.54 vs. Mlow_power = 5.90), and 
participants chose weaker coffee for the other whose gender is female than for the other whose 
gender is male (Mother_female = 5.56 vs. Mother_male = 5.87). More importantly, the effect of power 
on choice for the other was also contingent on participants’ gender in that the effect of power on 
choice for the other was significant only for female participants (Mhigh_power = 5.44 vs. Mlow_power 
= 6.06), but not for male participants (Mhigh_power = 5.67 vs. Mlow_power = 5.68).  No other effects 
were significant (all ps > .42). Taken together, these findings in experiment 1D suggest that the 
effect of power on choice for self is contingent on gender of the other whereas the effect of 
power on choice for the other is contingent on participants’ gender.  
  Agency and Communion Value Orientation.      I also evaluated the possibility that the 
effect of power on choices for self and the other would depend on individuals’ chronic 
orientations toward agency and communion values (ACV) while controlling participants’ gender 
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and gender of the other. Correlational analyses among these values were conducted beforehand 
as shown in table 2. Power was positively correlated with choice for self (r = .097, p < .05), but it 
was negatively correlated with choice for the other (r = -.094, p < .05). In other words, 
participants in the high power conditions chose stronger coffee for themselves and weaker coffee 
for the other than did those in the low power conditions. Participants’ gender was associated 
negatively with agency value orientation (r = -.180, p < .01), but positively with communion 
value orientation (r = .143, p < .01), suggesting that male participants valued agency more than 
female participants whereas female participants valued communion more than male participants.   
Table 2 – Inter-Correlations of Key Variables (Experiment 1D) 
 Power 
Gender of 
Participant 
Gender of 
the Other 
Agency 
Value 
Communion 
Value 
Choice for 
Self 
Choice for 
Other 
Power        
Gender of 
participant -.006       
Gender of the 
other -.002 -.059
 
     
Agency Value -.050 -.180** .105**     
Communion 
Value .010 .143** .019 -.029    
Choice for Self .097* -.116* .028 .170** -.100*   
Choice for 
Other -.094* .020 -.081
+ .015 -.074+ .277**  
SOD .159** -.120** .086+ .142** -.035 .696** -.496** 
Note. – + = p < .10; * = p < .05; ** = p < .01 
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 In addition, gender of participants was also negatively correlated with coffee choice for 
self (r = -.116, p < .05), indicating that female participants chose weaker coffee for themselves 
than male participants. Interestingly, gender of the other was positively correlated with agency-
value orientation (r = .105, p < .01), suggesting that participants valued agency after interacting 
with a female than after interacting with a male. There was a marginally negative significant 
correlation between gender of the other and coffee choice for the other (r = -.081, p < .10), 
suggesting that participants chose weaker coffee for a female than for a male. Furthermore, there 
was a marginally significant negative correlation between communion-value orientation and 
choice for the other (r = -.074, p < .10), indicating that participants high in communion-value 
orientation chose weaker coffee for the other than did those low in communion-value orientation. 
 Next, two OLS regression models tested whether the effect of power on choices is 
contingent on agency-value or communion value orientations separately for choice for self and 
choice for the other while controlling participants’ gender and gender of the other. In terms of 
choice for self, an OLS regression model in which power, agency-value orientation (mean-
centered), communion-value orientation (mean-centered) and two two-way interaction terms 
(power × agency-value orientation and power × communion-value orientation) were predictors 
and participants’ gender and gender of the other were covariates  generated significant effects of 
power (b = .416, SE = .201, t = 2.069, p = .039) and  participants’ gender (b = -.362, SE = .209, t 
= -1.732, p = .084). No other effects were significant.  
Nonetheless, it should be noted that there was a nonsignificant but a noteworthy 
interaction between power and agency-value orientation (b = .201, SE = .139, t = 1.443, p 
= .150). Participants high in agency-value orientation (+1 SD) chose significantly stronger coffee 
for themselves when more powerful than when less powerful as compared to the other (+1 SD: 
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Mhigh_power = 6.631 vs. Mlow_power = 5.924; b = .707, SE = .285, t = 2.482, p = .013). However, this 
difference was not found in those low in agency-value orientation (-1 SD: Mhigh_power = 5.675 vs. 
Mlow_power = 5.550; b = .125, SE = .285, t = .439, p = .661). 
Table 3 – Statistical Summary of OLS Regression Analyses in Experiment 1D  
 Choice for self Choice for the other 
 Coefficient p-value Coefficient p-value 
Intercept 5.922 (.215) < .001 
5.994  
(.180) < .001 
Power  .416  (.201) .039 
-.360  
(.168) .033 
Agency-value .129  (.100) .200 
-.003  
(.084) .976 
Communion-value -.110  (.121) .365 
-.058  
(.101) .566 
Participants’ gender - .362  (.209) .084 
.101  
(.175) .562 
Gender of the other .044  (.202) .826 
-.309  
(.169) .068 
Power × Agency-value .201  (.139) .150 
.068 
(.116) .561 
Power × Communion-value -.111 (.174) .524 
- .369  
(.145) .011 
Model R (R2) .238 (.057) .0002 .189 (.036) .012 
Note. – Numbers in parentheses are standard errors.  
Agency-value and communion-value orientations were mean-centered.  In terms of 
choice for the other, the same OLS model yielded a significant effect of power (b = -.360, SE 
= .168, t = -2.141, p = .033), a marginally significant effect of gender of the other (b = -.309, SE 
= .169, t = -1.826, p = .068), and a significant interaction of power and communion-value 
orientation (b = -.369, SE = .145, t = -2.542, p = .011). No other effects were significant. 
Participants high in power chose weaker coffee for the other than did those low in power, and 
they also chose weaker coffee for a female than for a male. Moreover, the effect of power on 
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coffee choice for the other indeed depended on individuals’ communion-value orientation. The 
effect of power on coffee choice for the other was significant for participants high in 
communion-value orientation (+1 SD: Mhigh_power = 5.898 vs. Mlow_power = 5.829; b = -.788, SE 
= .238, t = -3.317, p = .001), but not for those low in communion-value orientation (-1 SD: 
Mhigh_power = 5.176 vs. Mlow_power = 5.964; b = .069, SE = .238, t = .288, p = .773).  
2.8. Discussion                 
2.8.1. Summary of findings  
There have been several investigations of the effect of power (e.g., Inesi et al. 2011; 
Rucker, Dubois and Galinsky 2011; Rucker and Galinsky 2008) and gender (e.g., Fisher and 
Dubé 2005; He, Inman and Mittal 2008; Lee, Kim and Vohs 2011; Noseworthy, Cotte and Lee 
2011) on consumer decisions. However, little is known about whether, how and when the effect 
of power on consumer choices for self and the other is gendered. This might be because gender 
has been treated as an intrapersonal construct or a control variable, and much attention has been 
paid to participants’ gender rather than others’ gender in consumer research. 
Considering gender as both intrapersonal (one’s gender) and interpersonal constructs 
(gender-matching), this chapter develops new insights into the dynamic interplay between power 
and gender. This interplay is more complex than previously discussed as the effect of power on 
choices for self and the other is shown to be contingent on one’s gender and its match or 
mismatch with the other’ gender. I found that when the other’s gender is unspecified, power 
affects consumers’ choices for self and the other and the effect of one’s gender is restricted in 
that both females and males make a more potent choice for themselves than for others when 
more powerful than when less powerful  (experiment 1A and 1B). This was true both when 
power is cognitively induced outside the social hierarchy (experiment 1A) and power disparity 
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differentials exist in the social hierarchy (experiment 1B).  However, when the other’s gender is 
specified, I found that one’s gender and its match with the other’s gender combine to affect the 
effect of power on choices for self and the other (experiment 1C). Males whose power position is 
lower than the other of the opposite gender (gender-mismatch) in the social hierarchy make a 
more potent choice for themselves than for the other whereas females whose power position is 
higher than the other of the same gender (gender-match) make equally non-potent choices for 
both themselves and the other. As described earlier in this chapter, this complex interplay might 
be because one’s sense of relative power in an interpersonal relationship in the social hierarchy 
could stem from multiple sources (French and Raven 1959). Sometimes, there may be competing 
senses of power derived from different sources such as gender and power disparity in the social 
hierarchy while affecting one’s choices for self and the other.  
Furthermore, I identified when and how females and males differ in the use of power as a 
basis of judgments for choices for self and the other.  As shown in the moderated mediation 
model in experiment 1C, males do not base their judgments on power for choices for self and for 
the other when interacting with the other of the opposite gender, but the opposite is true for 
females in that they do not do so when interacting with the other of the same-gender.  More 
importantly, I also showed that fundamental differences in the interplay between power and 
gender could exist across different social hierarchies and individuals’ chronic orientation toward 
agency and communion values influence choices for self and the other (experiment 1D). 
Powerful females with more power in a more competitive social hierarchy were found to be 
more hierarchical when interacting with the other of the same gender than when interacting with 
the other of the opposite gender.  In addition, agency-value and communion-value orientations 
have independent effects on choice for self and choice for the other in that choice for self was 
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mainly affected by agency-value orientation whereas choice for the other is affected by power 
and its interaction with communion-value orientation (experiment 1D).                         
2.8.2. Theoretical and practical implications 
This chapter contributes to the growing body of research on power and consumer 
decisions by showing a fundamental gender difference in the use of power as a basis for 
decisions for self and the other, drawing boundary conditions such as identification of the other’s 
gender, gender-matching, and the nature of the social hierarchy. To date, research on power and 
consumer decisions has rarely reported any gender effects on consumption decisions in the 
context of interpersonal relationships. Unique to the approach employed in this chapter is its 
focus on both gender and gender-matching in the context of the social hierarchy. By doing so, 
this chapter also contributes to the research on gender and consumer decisions. Research on 
gender difference in consumer decisions has mainly focused on the main effect of gender while 
treating it as a control variable or an intrapersonal variable. Considering gender as both 
intrapersonal (one’s gender) and interpersonal (gender-matching) and placing it in the context of 
social hierarchy, these findings offer news insights into the dynamic interplay between power 
and gender by showing markedly different effects of power on choices for self and the other 
made by females and males both when interacting with the other of the same gender and when 
interacting with the other of the opposite gender.               
2. 8. 3. Limitations and future directions 
This research has some limitations. Even though I found support for gender difference in 
the use of power as a basis of judgments for choices for self and the other both when gender is 
matched and when it is mismatched, the mechanism behind the reported moderating effects of 
gender and gender-matching on power was not directly assessed.  In addition, the 
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appropriateness of an individual member’s choices for self and the other when interacting with 
another member is often predicated upon the power differential in the relational dyad (Magee 
and Galinsky 2008), and these choices could be made in order to connote power differential 
along with a consideration of the other’s gender.  However, it is unclear whether these choices 
are made with explicit considerations of the other’s gender and relative power or without such 
explicit considerations.   
Aside from the future directions drawing from the limitations outlined above, the findings 
reported in this chapter suggest several venues for future research. First, future research should 
extend this framework not only to other interpersonal relationships but also to human-nonhuman 
relationship. Some previous studies on brand personality (e.g., Aaker 1997; Grohmann 2009) are 
of particular noteworthy for the possibility that the gender-matching framework would fit into 
the consumer-brand relationship. In particular, Aaker (1997) provided five dimensions of brand 
personality, which refers to “the set of human characteristics associated with a brand,” including 
sincerity, sophistication, excitement, competence, and ruggedness. Interestingly, sincerity and 
sophistication dimensions seem to correspond to female stereotypes such as pure and delicate 
whereas competence and ruggedness dimensions seem to correspond to male stereotypes such as 
competent and coarse. More recently, Grohmann (2009) delineated gender dimensions of brand 
personality such as masculinity and femininity by using Bem Sex Role Inventory (Bem 1974), 
suggesting that a wide range of brands or products could be categorized into either masculine or 
feminine brands or products and consumers could understand brands or products in gender terms. 
Consumers sometimes form relationships with brands or products, making spontaneous social 
interactions and attaching emotional sentiments as in interpersonal relationships (Ball and Tasaki 
1992; Wallendorf and Arnould 1988).  However, consumers may perceive brands or products to 
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be either man-like or woman-like rather than human-like. Therefore, both gender of brands and 
its match with consumers’ gender could be an important consideration for brand relationship 
research.  
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CHAPTER 3: POWER, GENDER AND SURVIVAL (ESSAY 2)  
3.1. Introduction 
 Essay 1, “Power, Gender and Consumption,” provided support for fundamental gender 
differences in the use of power as a basis of consumption choices for self and the other when 
interacting with the other of the same or the opposite gender. Essay 2 extends these findings to a 
context of human interaction with a non-social entity “a hurricane” which is gendered thorough 
its assigned name. In Essay 2, I argue that the effect of gender would be more pervasive than 
previously thought and demonstrate that individuals could judge hurricane risks in ways 
congruent with gender-based expectations.  
Extant literature on gender stereotypes (see literature review in Essay 1) suggests that 
women are often believed to be warm, caring and soft whereas men are often believed to be 
competent, aggressive and strong. It is therefore hypothesized that if individuals apply 
these 1gender-based expectations in a course of planning protective actions against a hurricane 
(i.e., evacuation) they may be less prepared in the face of a female-named hurricane than in the 
face of a male-named hurricane, in turn resulting in deadlier consequences on their lives. In other 
words, I argue that the gender of hurricanes provide social cues upon which individuals make 
inferences to estimate the impact of and their vulnerability to hurricanes when planning a course 
of protective actions such as evacuation.  
Combining an archival study (death tolls caused by 94 Atlantic Hurricanes in the U.S. 
since 1950) and six lab experiments, Essay 2 provides converging evidence that hurricanes with 
1 This chapter has been previously published: Jung, K., Shavitt, S., Viswanathan, M., & Hilbe, J. M. (2014). Female 
hurricanes are deadlier than male hurricanes. Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, 111(24), 8782-8787. 
Author contributions are specified in the article. I as the first author created all figures and tables and collected data. 
I retain the right to include and reprint the article in and for my dissertation. The copyright information can be found 
at the publisher’s website (http://www.pnas.org/site/aboutpnas/authorfaq.xhtml).    
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feminine names (vs. masculine names) are predicted to be less severe, resulting in less protective 
action and greater fatalities. This is reflected in actual death tolls caused by 94 Atlantic 
Hurricanes in the United States since 1950 (archival study), predicted intensity of feminine- vs. 
masculine-named hurricanes (experiment 2A and 2B), and hurricane preparedness (experiment 
2C, 2D, 2E and 2F). This finding is critically important for hurricane preparedness, public safety, 
and consumer well-being. It is one of few studies that demonstrates the potentially deadly effect 
of gender stereotypes in the real world. 
3.2. Literature Review 
3.2.1. Hurricane and hurricane naming 
 According to National Hurricane Center, tropical cyclones are defined as “warm-core, 
non-frontal, low pressure synoptic-scale systems that develop over tropical or subtropical waters 
and have a closed surface circulation and organized deep convection about a well-defined center.” 
They are highly organized tropical storms with low surface pressure surrounded by strong winds 
(in excess of 65kt). Hurricane is a regional term given to tropical cyclones formed from North 
Atlantic and eastern North Pacific Oceans. Its regional variants include typhoon (eastern North 
Pacific) and Cyclone (Indian Ocean). The strength and size of hurricanes are quantified with 
Saffir-Simpson and major hurricanes (category 3 or above) hold 111 mph or greater sustained 
surface wind (Longshore 2008).  
The official hurricane season in the North Atlantic oceans extends from June to 
November with peak activities in September (NOAA 2009). Hurricanes during the early part of 
the season have a tendency to have less intense wind than those during the late part of the season 
from August, but they carry greater amounts of precipitation, causing flood damages. Late-
season hurricanes tend to cause more death tolls and property damage because of their enormous 
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size and more organized nature with low surface pressure and high sustained wind (Longshore 
2008). In addition, hurricanes often generated tornadoes in that nearly 70% of hurricanes which 
made landfall in the United States between 1940 and 2000 produced at least one hurricane and 
40% of hurricanes yielded more than three tornadoes. For example, according to NOAA, 
Hurricane Beulah in 1967 produced 141 tornadoes.        
Hurricane-related hazards include storm surge and tide, rainfall and inland flooding, high 
winds, rip currents, and tornadoes. Storms surge and flooding are two most contributing hazards, 
accounting for 50% and 25% of death tolls by hurricanes between 1963 and 2012. Since 1950 
(1950 ~ 2012), there have been 94 Atlantic hurricanes that made landfall in the United States, 
causing enormous property damage and fatalities. According to the NOAA monthly reports 
archive, hurricanes are responsible for 4,164 deaths with a conservative aftermath estimate. In 
addition, they are responsible for $757,440,000,000 in property damage normalized to 2013 
values. For example, Hurricane Katrina was solely responsible for $108 billion in property 
damage and more than 1,800 deaths in the United States (Knabb, Rhome and Brown 2005).          
 Although the origin of assigning a certain name to a hurricane is controversial and 
unclear, it represents unique cultural and practical considerations, making these meteorological 
phenomena easy to communicate and recall. Monumental hurricanes have been identified 
through the use of geographical locations (in which they have made landfall), saints’ names, 
different species of animals, the phonetic alphabet, and holidays (Longshore 2008).  
 A series of hurricanes threatened military operations during World War II, and the need 
for a systematic way of identifying and tracking hurricanes was recognized and phonetic 
alphabets which were typical in military operations (e.g., Able, Baker) were assigned to 
hurricane in 1940s. Later, weather service institutes in the North America adapted the naming 
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system of typhoons which used female names, and released the first list of female-named 
hurricanes for the 1953 Atlantic hurricane season, including Hurricane Barbara and Florence in 
1953. The exclusive use of female names continued until 1978, but faced a shrinking number of 
available female names as well as growing societal pressures relating to the anti-sexism 
movement in the 1970s (Longshore 2008). The modern hurricane naming system was adopted in 
1979, alternating between female and male names in an alphabetical order. The humanized 
hurricane names enhanced communication and recall of hurricane information, and increased 
public awareness of potential destructiveness. All hurricanes are named with alternating male 
and female names from lists of names rotating every six years (see 
http://www.nhc.noaa.gov/aboutnames_history.shtml).  
3.2.2. Individuals’ responses to hurricanes   
 Media descriptions about individuals’ reactions to natural disasters (e.g., earthquake, 
tornado, and hurricanes) often imply panic and psychological disorientation (Fischer 2008). 
However, most individuals make rational decisions to protect themselves when responding to 
such disasters (Tierney, Lindell and Perry 2001). A survival rate of individuals facing a natural 
disaster depends on the effectiveness of protective means they choose from among the 
alternatives before, during and after a nature disaster. Other factors, which are responsible for 
individuals’ survival, include characteristics of the event (e.g., speed of onset, intensity, scope 
and duration of impact, time), person (e.g., knowledge and belief system, physical ability, 
psychomotor and cognitive ability), and situational context (e.g., availability of institutional 
resources: see Lindell 2012 for a review).  
In a similar vein, the Protective Action Decision Model (PADM: Lindell and Parry 2004, 
2012) proposes that individuals rely on their perceptions of environmental cues eliciting sensory 
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experiences (e.g., sights or sounds), perceptions of social cues (e.g., observations of others’ 
behaviors or responses), and/or information received from social sources (e.g., national and local 
media/authorities, social network). If these cues are sufficiently vivid and generate enough 
threats to them, they seek more information, elaborate on incoming information, and integrate it 
with available cues. They then plan a course of protective actions that are translated into actual 
behavioral responses with considerations of situational facilitators and constraints.  
 A number of antecedents of protective action decision making have also been proposed: 
(1) information sources and message contents (e.g., source credibility and vividness/concreteness 
of hurricane communication: Baker 1991; Dash and Gladwin 2007), (2) perceptions of hurricane 
characteristics and expected impact on perceivers and their community (e.g., size, intensity, 
duration, and route: Lindell and Prater 2008), (3) availability of resources for protective action 
(e.g., availability of specific evacuation destination and  monetary resources: Huang et al. 2012), 
and (4) past experience and demographic characteristics (e.g., proximity of the coast, age, gender 
Whitehead 2005). To date, existing research has not examined the effect of the gender of 
hurricane names on individuals’ protective action decision making. 
3.3. Conceptual framework and hypotheses  
 When compared to perceptions of other natural disasters such as earthquakes and 
tornadoes, perceptions of hurricanes with slower onset and more forecasts are likely to be based 
on more environmental and social cues and information, in turn resulting in greater elaboration 
of given information and less instantaneous but more planned responses. However, I argue that 
individuals’ perceptions of hurricanes could be influenced not only by environmental and social 
cues (e.g., sensory experiences, observations of others’ behaviors) and objective information 
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(e.g., meteorological detail of hurricanes), but also by other social factors (e.g., the gender of 
hurricanes and individuals’ belief systems about women and men).  
 Extant research on subjective risk perception and judgmental biases suggests that 
individuals often underestimate their vulnerability to risks, and that several judgmental biases are 
responsible for such erroneous risk assessment. For example, individuals often believe that they 
are less likely than others to experience negative events such as health and environmental risks 
(self-positivity bias or comparative optimism bias: Hatfield and Job 2001; Hoorens and Buunk 
1993; Radcliffe and Klein 2002). Furthermore, extant literature on subjective probability 
suggests that individuals’ probability estimation of their exposure to risks is not always based on 
logical, consistent and unbiased understanding (Kahneman and Tversky 1972). It is often 
subjective and biased at various stages of information processing such as encoding, retrieval and 
integration processes, resulting in false positive errors in risk perceptions and judgments 
(Lichtenstein et al. 1978; Slovic, Fischhoff and Lichtenstein 1982). In other words, individuals’ 
assessment of risk could also be affected by irrelevant psychological and situational factors 
(Slovic et al. 2004; Song and Schwarz 2009).      
 Taken together, these considerations suggest that, although the “gender” of hurricanes is 
pre-assigned, arbitrary and irrelevant to rational estimation of hurricane risks, individuals may 
use the gender of hurricanes as a basis of judgments for the severity estimation of hurricanes. In 
other words, the gender of hurricanes may provide descriptive but biased inferences, and if 
individuals view hurricanes in the context of gender-based expectations they would assign 
attributes such as being warm, soft, and tender to female-named hurricanes whereas they would 
assign attributes such as being strong, aggressive, and coarse to male-named hurricanes. In turn, 
individuals in the path of female-named hurricanes would be more likely than those facing male-
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named hurricanes to underestimate the severity of and their vulnerability to hurricanes, resulting 
in less preparedness and greater fatalities. 
 An archival study and six lab experiments evaluated this possibility. An archival study 
investigated the effect of perceived masculinity-femininity of hurricane names on the actual 
death tolls caused by 94 Atlantic hurricanes (1950-2012) along with general indicators of 
hurricane severity such as minimum pressure and normalized property damage. Experiment 2A 
and 2B examined the effect of gender of hurricane names on predicted intensity of hurricanes by 
employing 10 hurricane names from the official list of 2014 Atlantic hurricane names 
(experiment 2A) and a pair of hypothetical hurricane names (Hurricane Alexander vs. 
Alexandra). Experiments 2C, 2D, 2E and 2F examined the effect of gender of hurricane names 
on preparedness such as delay until evacuation (experiment 2C) and intentions to follow a 
voluntary evacuation order (experiment 2D, 2E and 2F) while employing different pairs of 
hypothetical hurricane names.  
3.4. Archival Study 
3.4.1. Overview 
 To evaluate the possibility that female-named hurricanes (vs. male-named hurricanes) 
elicited less preparedness and grater fatalities, I analyzed archival data on the actual number of 
fatalities caused by 94 hurricanes which had made landfall in the United States (1950-2012). 
Two most deadliest hurricanes, Hurricane Katrina in 2005 (1833 deaths) and Hurricane Audrey 
in 1957 (416 deaths) were removed, leaving 92 hurricanes for the final data analysis. It should be 
noted that these hurricanes have female names, and retaining these hurricanes causes extreme 
over-dispersion.  
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3.4.2. Method 
 Masculinity-Femininity Index (MFI).     I considered the gender of hurricane names as a 
continuous variable, and nine independent coders (4 females, age range 24-55, all native English 
speakers) who were blind to the purpose of the task were provided with the names of 94 
hurricanes. The coders did not know that these were names of hurricanes. They were asked to 
evaluate the perceived masculinity-femininity of the names on two items (1 = very masculine, 11 
= very feminine; 1 = very man-like, 11 = very woman-like). These two items were averaged later 
to form a single Masculinity-Femininity Index (MFI). MFI exhibited high internal consistency (α 
= .978), and inter-coder correlations (range of 0.797-0.982), indicating a high level of agreement 
on the perceived masculinity-femininity of the names. 
 Death Tolls.      I obtained information on death tolls of hurricanes primarily from 
monthly weather reports in the digital archive of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration (NOAA). If indirect and directed deaths were specified separately, they were 
recorded separately and then summed into the total death index. If the death data was not 
disclosed in the weather reports, I relied on other weather reports published by the NOAA. If I 
could not find any relevant data, I then used the Atlantic hurricane list in Wikipedia. Any 
discrepancies were resolved in favor of the NOAA monthly weather reports. Deaths outside the 
continental U.S. were excluded. 
 Other indicators.      The minimum pressure and maximum wind speed of hurricanes at 
the time of landfall in the United States were obtained from NOAA website 
(http://www.aoml.noaa.gov/hrd/hurdat/All_U.S._Hurricanes.html). However, maximum wind 
speed data were not available until 1979; therefore, this variable was excluded from the data 
analyses. The raw dollar amounts of property damage caused by hurricanes were obtained and 
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the unadjusted dollar amounts were normalized to 2013 monetary values by adjusting them to 
inflation, wealth and population density (Pielke et al. 2008) (available at ICAT website: 
http://www.icatdamageestimator.com/commonsearch?search=able). I also computed years 
elapsed since the occurrence of hurricanes as a covariate because of possible changes in 
population, hurricane severity, and availability of protective means over time. I also considered 
including days on land as a control variable. However, hurricanes sometimes move in and out of 
contact with land and also cause fatalities before making landfall (e.g., oil rig workers, boaters). 
Such deaths are appropriately part of the dataset as they reflect the preparedness issues being 
examined. Data on many other factors potentially responsible for hurricane fatalities (e.g., width 
of hurricane, route of hurricane, survival duration of hurricane) were unavailable. 
 Data analysis method.      As the number of deaths is a simple count involving only non-
negative integer values (0, 1, 2, 3…..), Poisson regression analysis is preferred over OLS.  
However, Poisson regression analysis is based on an assumption of mean-variance equivalence 
that is not met by the dependent variable. Variance of deaths (1673.152) is much greater than the 
mean of deaths (20.652), indicating a high likelihood of over-dispersion and spurious estimates 
of standard errors and p-values. In such cases, a negative binomial regression model is 
recommended (Cameron and Trivedi 2013; Hilbe 2011).  
3.4.3. Results and discussion 
Correlational analyses.      Before conducting main analyses using negative binomial 
regression, correlational analyses among key variables such as MFI, death tolls, minimum 
pressure, hurricane category, normalized damage and elapsed years were performed. 
Total deaths had the strongest association with normalized damage (r = .555, p < .001), 
among other variables such as minimum pressure (r = -.394, p < .001), and hurricane category (r 
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= .281, p < .01). Perhaps, this is because normalized damage could reflect other unobserved 
factors potentially responsible for hurricane fatalities, such as population density, route and 
duration of hurricane, indicating that costlier hurricanes are much deadlier. Similarly, greater 
normalized damage was associated with lower pressure (r = - .566, p < .001) and higher 
hurricane category (r = .481, P < .001). As expected, general indicators for hurricane intensity, 
such as minimum pressure and hurricane category, were strongly correlated (r = - .875 p < .001).   
Table 4 – Means, SDs and Inter-Correlations of Key Variables in Archival Study 
 Mean SD 
Mas-Fem 
Index 
(MFI) 
Death 
(Total) 
Min. 
Pressure Category 
Norm. 
Damage 
Mas-Fem 
Index (MFI) 6.78 3.23      
Deaths (Total) 20.65 40.90 .110     
Min. Pressure 964.90 19.37 -.016 -.394***    
Category 2.09 1.06 .047 .281** -.875***   
Norm. 
Damage 
(in millions $) 
7269.78 12934.08 -.029 .555*** -.556*** .481***  
Years Elapsed 30.91 18.77 .306** .032 .067 .173 - .102 
Note. – * = p < .05; ** = p < .01; *** = p < .001 (all two-tailed).  
 Main analyses.      A series of negative binomial regression analyses were hierarchically 
performed to investigate effects of perceived masculinity-femininity of hurricane names (MFI), 
minimum pressure, normalized property damage, and the interactions among them, on the 
number of deaths caused by the hurricanes. First, minimum pressure was entered into the base 
model, yielding a poor model fit [Pearson chi-square/df = 3.448] and indicating over-dispersion 
(model 1 in Table 5). Next, MFI and normalized damage were added as predictors (model 2 in 
Table 5), which yielded an improved model fit relative to the base model (Pearson Chi-Square/df 
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= 1.548). This indicates that normalized damage explained a significant portion of variance in the 
log count of deaths that minimum pressure did not explain. Third, two two-way interaction terms 
were added, interactions between MFI and minimum pressure and MFI and normalized damage 
(model 3 in Table 5).  
Table 5 – Statistical Summary of Negative Binomial Regression Analyses in Archival Study 
Outcome variable: Total Deaths  
Predictor Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 
Min. Pressure - .028*** (.0068) 
- 0.017* 
(.0070) 
- 0.071*** 
(.0213) 
- 0.552*** 
(.1490) 
Norm. Damage -- 0.0001*** (.00002) 
-0.00005 
(.00003) 
.863*** 
(.2075) 
Mas-Fem Index (MFI) -- 0.040 (.0394) 
- 6.163* 
(2.4358) 
.172 
(.1196) 
MFI × Min. Pressure -- -- .006* (.0025) 
.395* 
(.1567) 
MFI × Norm. Damage -- -- 0.00002*** (.000001) 
.705*** 
(.1835) 
Goodness of Fit 
(Pearson Chi-Square/df) 3.448 1.548 1.107 1.107 
Likelihood Ratio Chi-Square 17.529*** 49.310*** 60.565*** 60.565*** 
Note. – (1) * = p < .05, ** = p < .01, *** = p < .001, (all two-tailed). (2) Numbers in parentheses are 
standard errors. (3) Goodness of Fit (Pearson Chi-Square/df) is better when closer to 1 because below 
1 indicates under-dispersion whereas above 1 indicates over-dispersion. (4) Likelihood Ratio Chi-
Square is an omnibus test of the model (bigger is better). (5) Increase in Likelihood Ratio Chi-Square 
and Goodness of Fit (Pearson Chi-Square/df) approaching 1, suggests model improvement. (6) A 
series of model comparisons using Likelihood Ratio test indicate that Model 3 is significantly better 
than Model 1 (p < .001), Model 2 (p < .01). 
Notably, there were significant interactions between MFI and minimum pressure (β 
= .006, p = .012, SE = .0025) and between MFI and normalized damage (β = .00002, p < .001, 
SE = .00001). Again, both the overall omnibus test with likelihood ratio chi-square (χ2 = 60.565, 
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p < .001) and the model fit (Pearson Chi-Square/df = 1.107) were improved, suggesting that a 
significant portion of the variance in deaths was explained by the effects associated with 
hurricane name (MFI). However, standard errors associated with these significant interactions 
were small, raising concerns about model overfitting. Finally, I standardized minimum pressure, 
MFI and normalized damage variables and created interaction variables as in model 3 (model 4 
in Table 5). This standardized model provided evidence for minimal overdispersion and 
significant omnibus test (Pearson Chi-Square/df = 1.107; χ2 = 60.565, p < .001) as in model 3 
and interactions remained significant (MFI × minimum pressure: β = .395, p = .012, SE = .157; 
MFI × normalized damage: β = .705, p < .001, SE = .184).  
A robustness check on model 3, using the gender of hurricane name as a binary variable 
(male-named = 0, female-named = 1) rather than a continuous variable (MFI), showed similar 
parameter estimations, yielding significant interactions between gender of hurricane name and 
minimum pressure (β = .038, p = .037) and gender of hurricane name and normalized damage (β 
= .0001, p = .001). I also modeled the data using different count models, including a generalized 
Poisson, Poisson inverse Gaussian, and the three-parameter models: NB-P, Famoye generalized 
negative binomial, and generalized Waring NB regression. The best-fitted model was Famoye 
generalized negative binomial model, but the model improvement was marginal compared with 
the standard negative binomial model. I also conducted comprehensive analyses on archival data 
while applying a sandwich or robust estimator which is suggested to be the default standard error 
for count models (Cameron and Trivedi 2013; Hilbe 2011). Specifically, I modeled the full 
dataset (92 hurricanes since 1950) and partial dataset (54 hurricanes since 1979) while 
considering the gender of hurricane names either as a continuous variable (MFI) or as a binary 
variable (male vs. female name).  
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Table 6 – Summary of Comprehensive Analyses on Archival Data 
Outcome variable: Total Deaths   
Predictor Model 1(A) Model 2(B) Model 3(C) Model 4(D) Model 5(E) 
Minimum Pressure - 0.552*** 
(.149) 
- 0.552* 
(.148) 
- 0.988*** 
(.275) 
- 0.817*** 
(.180) 
- 0.984*** 
(.272) 
Norm. Damage 0.863*** 
(.208) 
0.863*** 
(.333) 
- 0.049 
(.195) 
0.169 
(.114) 
- 0.091 
(.216) 
Gender of Names (MFI or Binary) 0.172 
(.120) 
0.172 
(.119) 
0.383 
(.257) 
.0002 
(.137) 
0.036 
(.276) 
Gender of Names × Min. Pressure 0.395* 
(.157) 
0.395* 
(.157) 
0.738* 
(.345) 
0.231 
(.176) 
0.363 
(.362) 
Gender of Names × Norm. Damage 0.705*** 
(.183) 
0.705** 
(.247) 
1.433** 
(.554) 
0.328** 
(.115) 
0.551* 
(.237) 
Goodness of Fit  
(Pearson Chi-Square/df) 
1.094(F) 1.094 1.252 1.123 1.115 
AIC 
BIC 
656.09 
671.22 
656.09 
671.22 
658.89 
674.02 
374.70 
386.63 
375.59 
387.53 
Note. – * = p ≤ .05, ** p ≤ .01, *** p ≤ .001. (A) Model 1 used standardized minimum pressure, 
standardized normalized damage and standardized MFI. I did not apply a robust estimator to adjust 
extra SEs, and the gender of names is considered as a continuous variable in Model 1. (B) Model 2 is 
identical to Model 1 except that I adjusted extra SEs with a robust estimator. The robust estimator 
was applied to all models except for Model 1. (C) Model 3 is identical to Model 2 except for the use 
of the binary gender variable instead of MFI. (D) Model 4 used the hurricane data since 1979 (N = 54) 
while using the continuous gender variable (MFI). As in the previous models, I standardized 
minimum pressure, normalized damage and MFI in Model 4. (E) Model 5 (N = 54) is identical to 
Model 4 except for the use of the binary gender variable (male vs. female name). (F) SPSS and 
STATA produce slightly different “Goodness of Fit” statistics for Model 1 and 2 (1.107 from SPSS 
and 1.094 from STATA). However, there is no difference in parameter estimations including 
coefficients and SEs. 
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To further understand the nature of the interaction between MFI and normalized damage, 
I factored normalized damage into two categories, ran a negative binomial regression model and 
obtained coefficients as in model 3 as shown below:  
β0 = 42.019364 (intercept);                          β1 = - 0.041257 (minimum_pressure);  
β2 = - 0.395306 (normalized_damage);       β3 = - 3.299548 (MFI);   
β4 = 0.003595 (MFI*minimum_pressure);  β5 =  - 0.215676 (MFI*normalized_damage)  
 
Next, I obtained the predicted counts of fatalities as a function of MFI, while holding 
minimum pressure at its mean (964.90mb). For example, the death toll of a hurricane in the high-
damage group (coded as 0) either with MFI 1 or with MFI 11 was calculated manually as follows: 
Predicted death toll of a hurricane in the high-damage group with MFI 1 = Exp{β0 + (β1 × 
964.90) + (β2 × 0) + (β3 × 1) + (β4 × 1 × 964.90) + (β5 × 1 × 0)} = 10.80 
Predicted death toll of a hurricane in the high-damage group with MFI 11 = Exp{β0 + (β1 
× 964.90) + (β2 × 0) + (β3 × 11) + (β4 × 11 × 964.90) + (β5 × 11 × 0)} = 58.70 
 In a similar vein, the death toll of a hurricane in the low-damage group (coded as 1) either 
with MFI 1 or with MFI 11 was calculated as follows:  
Predicted death toll of a hurricane in the low-damage group with MFI 1 = Exp{β0 + (β1 × 
964.90) + (β2 × 1) + (β3 × 1) + (β4 × 1 × 964.90) + (β5 × 1 × 1)} = 5.86 
Predicted death toll of a hurricane in the low-damage group with MFI 11 = Exp{β0 + (β1 
× 964.90) + (β2 × 1) + (β3 × 11) + (β4 × 1 × 964.90) + (β5 × 11 × 1)} = 3.69 
Figure 10 – Predicted Fatality Counts as a Function of MFI and Normalized Damage  
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The analyses showed that the change in hurricane fatalities as a function of MFI was 
marginal for hurricanes lower in normalized damage, indicating no effect of gender for less 
severe storms. For hurricanes higher in normalized damage, however, this change was 
substantial, such that hurricanes with feminine names were much deadlier than those with 
masculine names (Figure 10). The substantial change in predicted counts of deaths for hurricanes 
high in normalized damage, coupled with the marginal change for less damaging hurricanes, 
supports my reasoning about the effect of gendered names on protective action. For storms that 
are less damaging, death rates are relatively low and decisions to take protective measures are 
less predictive of survival. However, for severe storms, where taking protective action would 
have the greatest potential to save lives, the masculinity-femininity of a hurricane’s name 
predicted its death toll. These results suggest that individuals assess their vulnerability to 
hurricanes and take actions based not only on objective indicators of hurricane severity but also 
on the “gender” of hurricanes. This may be because individuals systematically underestimate 
their vulnerability to hurricanes with female names, avoiding or delaying protective measures.  
To test this hypothesis directly, I conducted a series of laboratory experiments to assess 
whether the gender of hurricane name affects subjective predictions of hurricane intensity 
(experiments 2A and 2B), delay until evacuation decision (experiment 2C) and intentions to 
follow an evacuation order (experiments 2D, 2E and 2F).  
3.5. Experiment 2A 
3.5.1. Overview and method 
 The purpose of experiment 2A was to examine the effect of gender of hurricane names on 
predicted intensity of hurricanes. Experiment 2A employed ten names from the official list of 
2014 Atlantic Hurricane names, including five male-named (Arthur, Cristobal, Omar, Kyle, 
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Marco) and five female-named hurricanes (Bertha, Dolly, Fay, Laura, Hanna). Three hundred 
and forty-six undergraduate students participated for course credit, and they were given an 
instruction as shown below:  
“In the following few pages, you will be presented with the listing of hurricanes for the 
Atlantic Ocean for the year 2014 that may make landfall in the United States. Your task 
is to predict the intensity of them.” 
 Afterward, all of ten hurricanes were presented in a randomized order, and participants predicted 
the intensity of each of the hurricanes on two items (1 = not at all, 7 = very intense; 1 = not at all, 
7 = very strong). These two items were later averaged (range of αs of each of hurricanes = .935 -
 .951), and responses were collapsed respectively for five hurricanes with male names (α = .571) 
and five hurricanes with female names (α = .638). 
3.5.2. Results and discussion 
As expected, hurricanes with male names (Arthur = 4.246, Cristobal = 4.455, Omar = 
4.569, Kyle = 4.277, Marco = 4.380) were predicted to be more intense than those with female 
names (Bertha = 4.523, Dolly = 4.014, Fay = 4.042, Laura = 4.039, Hanna = 4.181). However, it 
should be noted that Hurricane Bertha was predicted to be more intense than other female-named 
hurricanes. This might be because although Bertha was often used for women in the past it might 
have been perceived as a more unisex name (http://www.gpeters.com/names/baby-
names.php?name=Bertha). After retaining Hurricane Bertha, a mixed ANOVA in which the 
gender of hurricane name (within-subjects factor) and participants’ gender (between-subjects 
factor) were entered yielded a significant effect of the gender of hurricane name on predicted 
intensity (Mmale= 4.386, SD = .822 vs. Mfemale= 4.160, SD = .907; F (1, 344) = 18.055, p < .0001, 
ɳ2 = .050). However, the interaction between the gender of hurricane name and participants’ 
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gender was nonsignificant (p > .325). Indeed, this was true across experiments and thus the 
interaction is not discussed further. This finding provides initial evidence that individuals would 
underestimate the risk of female-named hurricanes (vs. male-named hurricanes). 
3.6. Experiment 2B 
3.6.1. Overview and method 
The purpose of experiment 2B was to replicate the finding in experiment 2A by 
employing a pair of hypothetical female- and male-named hurricanes along with a control 
condition. One hundred and eight undergraduate students participated for course credit (age, 18–
25 y; 53 females), and they were randomly assigned to one of three conditions: Hurricane 
Alexander (male-named hurricane), Hurricane Alexandra (female-named hurricane), or a 
hurricane (unnamed hurricane). Upon arrival, participants were informed of the purpose of the 
experiment to examine some forms of abilities that people may have, specifically when 
predicting a future event under uncertainty. Hurricane Alexander (male), Hurricane Alexandra 
(female), and a hurricane (control) were presented with a map on which a county (Dakota 
County) and a hurricane (Hurricane Alexander, Hurricane Alexandra, or a hurricane) were 
displayed (see Appendix D). Afterwards, they were posed with the following scenario:  
“Suppose that a hurricane (Hurricane Alexander, Hurricane Alexandra) is approaching 
and moving northeastward, making Dakota County under its direct influence. However, 
the future intensity of the hurricane is unclear and weather forecasts have reported mixed 
predictions of whether the hurricane will strengthen or weaken.” 
Afterwards, they judged the riskiness of the hurricane on four items (1 = not at all, 7 = 
very dangerous; 1 = not at all, 7 = very risky; 1 = not at all, 7 = very severe; 1 = not at all, 7 = 
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very strong; α = .941 and provided demographic information. Finally, they were thanked, 
debriefed and dismissed.   
3.6.2. Results and discussion 
 A two-way ANOVA with the gender of hurricane name and participants’ gender yielded 
a significant main effect of the gender of hurricane on perceived risk (F (2, 102) = 3.652, p 
= .029, ɳp2 = .067). No other effects were significant. In other words, Hurricane Alexander (Mmale 
= 4.764) was perceived to be more intense and risky than Hurricane Alexandra (Mfemale = 4.069) 
and an unnamed hurricane (Mcontrol = 4.048). Consistent with the findings of experiment 2A, 
these results further support the notion that perceived vulnerability to a hurricane depends on the 
gender of its assigned name.  
3.7. Experiment 2C 
3.7.1. Overview and method 
 Experiment 2C aimed to test whether the gender of hurricane names affects evacuation 
decisions. One hundred and forty-two participants were recruited online via Amazon Mechanical 
Turk (AMT: for a discussion of AMT use in behavioral research, see Crump, McDonnell and 
Gureckis 2013; Mason and Suri 2012; Paolacci, Chandler, and Ipeirotis 2010). Participants were 
paid $0.35 to complete the task. Respondents ranged in age from 18 to 81 years (M = 34.90, SD 
= 12.94), 50% of respondents were female, and 62.9% of participants had a college degree or 
higher. 
 Experiment 2C employed a single factor between-subjects design, and participants were 
randomly assigned to one of two conditions: Hurricane Christopher (male-named hurricane) or 
Hurricane Christina (female-named hurricane). They were told that the purpose of the survey is 
to understand how people respond to natural disasters, and they were then provided with a 
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scenario along with a weather map on which either Hurricane Christopher or Christina was 
displayed (Appendix E). Specifically, they were instructed as follows: 
“Suppose that you live in a small county in the East Coast of the United States, a highly 
recreational and esthetic place, but also very vulnerable to storm or hurricane damage. 
One day, national and regional weather forecasts have reported that Hurricane 
Christopher (vs. Christina) is approaching and he (vs. she) will directly hit your county 
within 24-hour. Your local officials just issued a voluntary evacuation order for 
protection from Hurricane Christopher (vs. Christina), asking you to evacuate 
immediately.”    
Afterwards, they reported their evacuation decisions on three items (1 = very likely to 
evacuate immediately, certainly will evacuate immediately, definitely will evacuate immediately, 
7 = very likely to stay home, certainly will stay home, definitely will stay home; α = .981) and 
perceived risk on four items (1 = not at all, 7 = very risky, very dangerous, very severe, very 
strong; α = .957).    
3.7.2. Results and discussion 
 A two-way ANOVA with the gender of hurricane name and participants’ gender yielded 
a significant main effect of the gender of hurricane name such that Hurricane Christopher elicited 
a greater intention to act than did Hurricane Christina (Mchristopher = 2.343 vs. Mchristina = 2.939; F 
(1, 138) = 6.543, p = .012, ɳ2 = .044). In addition, participants perceived Hurricane Christopher 
to be riskier than Hurricane Christina ( Mchristopher = 5.567 vs. Mchristina = 5.007; F (1, 138) = 8.698, 
 p = .004, ɳ2 = .059).  I evaluated a simple mediation model with gender of hurricane as a 
predictor, perceived risk as a mediator, and evacuation decision as the criterion, while controlling 
for participants’ gender. 
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Figure 11 – Simple Mediation Analysis (Experiment 2C) 
 
As expected, the gender of hurricane name predicted both perceived risk (b = .579, SE 
= .195, t = 2.978, p < .01) and the evacuation decision (b = - .617, SE = .233, t = - 2.655, p < .01). 
However, when perceived risk was entered into the model, it still predicted the evacuation 
decision (b = - .873, SE = .074, t = - 11.82, p < .001), but the gender of hurricane name no longer 
predicted the evacuation decision (p = .464), confirming that the effect of gender of hurricane 
names on evacuation decision was mediated by perceived risk (bootstrapping test with 95% CI 
with 5000 resamples = - .839 to - .171; Z = - 2.88, p < .01).  
3.8. Experiment 2D 
3.8.1. Overview and method 
 The measure of the evacuation decision used in experiment 2C has limitations because 
some individuals may believe that staying home is a way of protecting themselves from a 
hurricane. Therefore, experiment 2D employed a different measure on evacuation decision, 
intentions to follow a voluntary evacuation order, using three items (1 = very likely to follow, 7 
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= very unlikely to follow; 1 = definitely will follow, 7 = definitely will not follow; 1 = certainly 
will follow, 7 = certainly will not follow; α = .978). One hundred AMT users participated for 
cash compensation of 35 cents to complete a short survey (about 4-minute on average to 
complete, 43 females, age range in entire sample of 18-80 years). There were randomly assigned 
to one of two conditions, Hurricane Danny (male-named hurricane) or Hurricane Kate (female-
named hurricane). To assess whether the effect of gender of hurricane name on evacuation 
intentions is contingent on people’s beliefs about gender traits, participants’ beliefs about gender 
traits were also measured by employing six comparative statements about women and men 
shortly after the evacuation intention measure (see Appendix F).  
3.8.2. Results and discussion 
Consistent with the previous experiments, a two-way ANOVA with gender of hurricanes 
and participants’ gender yielded a significant main effect of the gender of hurricanes (Mdanny = 
2.160 vs. Mkate = 2.900; F (1, 96) = 4.469, p = .037, ɳ2 = .043), and no other significant effects 
(ps > .157). In addition, there was no interaction between the gender of hurricane name and 
gender-trait beliefs in evacuation intentions (p = .937). This pattern indicates that people facing a 
hurricane with a male versus a female name are more likely to follow a voluntary evacuation 
order.  
3.9. Experiment 2E 
3.9.1. Overview and method 
Using paired male and female names for the hurricanes in these experiments (Alexander 
vs. Alexandra, Christopher vs. Christina) might raise concerns about whether the names are 
matched in terms of attractiveness, popularity, age, competence and other connotations (Kasof 
1993). Indeed, the male versus female names used in experiments 2 and 3 were more popular as 
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baby names in 2000 – 2009 (Alexander was ranked #13 among boys’ names and Alexandra the 
#40 among girls’ names; Christopher was ranked #6 among boys’ names and Christina #125 
among girls’ name). The purpose of experiment 1E was to address this concern. First, 
experiment 1E was designed to address the possibility that differences in name familiarity 
impacted the hurricane gender effect. Experiment 1E used a pair of names in which the male 
name was less popular than the female one, Victor (ranked #103) and Victoria (ranked #25).  
Two hundred and seventy-four AMT users participated for cash compensation of 40 cents 
to complete a short survey (about 5-minutes on average to complete, 126 females, age range in 
entire sample of 18-73 years). They were randomly assigned to one of three conditions: 
Hurricane Victor (male-named hurricane), Hurricane Victoria (female-named hurricane) or a 
Hurricane (unnamed hurricane, control). Participants read the scenario as in the previous 
experiments, and reported intentions to follow a voluntary evacuation order using three items (1 
= very likely to follow, 7 = very unlikely to follow; 1 = definitely will follow, 7 = definitely will 
not follow; 1 = certainly will follow, 7 = certainly will not follow; α = .963) and perceived risk, 
using four items (1 = not at all, 7 = very risky, very dangerous, very severe, very strong; α 
= .953).  
To assess whether the effect of the gender of hurricane name is contingent on explicit 
endorsement of traditional gender-trait beliefs, participants then reported their beliefs about 
women’s and men’s warmth and aggressiveness by indicating the extent to which they agree or 
disagree (1 = strongly disagree, 7 = strongly agree) with twelve non-comparative statements 
about women and men: three statements about women’s warmth (women are warm, women are 
caring, women are compassionate; α = .868), three statements about women’s aggressiveness 
(women are aggressive, women are assertive, women are dominant; α = .776), three statements 
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about men’s warmth (men are warm, men are caring, men are compassionate; α = .825), and 
three statements for men’s aggressiveness (men are aggressive, men are assertive, men are 
dominant; α = .762) (Appendix G).  
A series of paired-samples t-tests indicated that women are believed to be more warm 
than aggressive (t (273) = 15.595, p < .0001) whereas men are believed to be more aggressive 
than warm (t (273) = 10.764, p < .0001). Moreover, women are believed to be warmer than men 
(t (273) = 14.958, p < .0001) whereas men are believed to be more aggressive than women (t 
(273) = 12.561, p < .0001). I computed a single grand index about endorsement of gender-trait 
beliefs called women-men-warm-aggressive index (WMWA) by using the following equation: 
WMWA = (score on women’s warmth) – (score on women’s aggressiveness) - (score on men’s 
warmth) + (score on men’s aggressiveness). In other words, a higher score on WMWA indicates 
that a participant believes that women are warmer but less aggressive than men. 
3.9.2. Results and discussion 
 Results suggested that name familiarity did not impact the hurricane gender effect. 
Consistent with the previous findings, a two-way ANOVA with gender of hurricane and 
participants’ gender generated significant main effects of gender of hurricane and participants’ 
gender on the evacuation intentions. In other words, participants in the male-named hurricane 
condition reported greater intentions to follow an voluntary evacuation order than did those in 
the female-named hurricane and control conditions (Mvictor = 5.861, SD = 1.275 vs. Mvictoria = 
5.391, SD = 1.614 vs. Mhurricane = 5.278 , SD = 1.552; F (2, 268) = 3.796, p = .024, ɳ2 = .027) and 
female participants reported greater evacuation intentions than did male participants (Mfemale = 
5.757, SD = 1.471 vs. Mmale = 5.300, SD = 1.504; F (1, 268) = 6.540, p = .011, ɳ2 = .023). In 
addition, Hurricane Victor was perceived to be riskier than Hurricane Victoria and an unnamed 
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hurricane (Mvictor = 5.808, SD = .985 vs. Mvictoria = 5.340, SD = 1.296 vs. Mhurricane = 5.423, SD = 
1.283; F (2, 268) = 3.660, p = .027, ɳ2 = .026) and female participants reported greater perceived 
risk than did male participants (Mfemale = 5.726, SD = 1.145 vs. Mmale = 5.350, SD = 1.240; F (1, 
268) = 6.473 , p = .012, ɳ2 = .023). A two-way GLM with the gender of hurricane name and 
WMWA (mean-centered) with participants’ gender as a covariate generated a significant main 
effect of the gender of hurricane name on intentions to follow an evacuation order (F (2, 267) = 
4.383 , p = .013, ɳ2 = .032), consistent with the finding in the previous experiments. However, 
there was no significant interaction between the gender of hurricane name and WMWA (p 
= .171). The fact that female-named and unnamed hurricanes yielded similar results and they 
were perceived to less riskier than a male-named hurricane replicates the findings of experiment 
2B. However, as noted earlier, historical naming conventions may lead to unnamed storms being 
more strongly associated with female than male names. It is also possible that negative 
associations with male names, as opposed to positive associations with female names, drive the 
effect given that males are strongly associated with danger (Rudman and Goodwin 2004).    
3.10. Experiment 2F 
3.10.1. Overview and method 
 The purpose of experiment 2F was to examine whether the effect of gender of hurricane 
name on evacuation intentions is contingent on individuals’ endorsement of gender-trait beliefs 
with some modification in the procedure. Two hundred and one undergraduate students 
participate for course credit, and they were randomly assigned to one of two conditions: 
Hurricane Alexander (male-named hurricane) or Hurricane Alexandra (female-named hurricane). 
The procedure was identical to that used in experiment 2E with the following exception. After 
reporting evacuation intentions as in the previous experiments, participants completed two filler 
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tasks which lasted about 20 minutes and they then reported beliefs about women’s and men’s 
warmth and aggressiveness as in experiment 2E. All of the items for each dimension generated 
satisfactory internal consistency (range of αs from .709 to .743). A series of paired-samples t-
tests indicated that women are believed to be more warm than aggressive (t (200) = 15.156, p 
< .0001) whereas men are believed to be more aggressive than warm (t (200) = - 9.587, p 
< .0001). Moreover, women are believed to be warmer than men (t (200) = 16.358, p < .0001) 
whereas men are believed to be more aggressive than women (t (200) = - 9.976, p < .0001). A 
women-men-warm-aggressive index (WMWA) was computed as in experiment 2E.  
3.10.2. Results and discussion 
 A two-way GLM with the gender of hurricane name and WMWA (mean-centered) with 
participants’ gender as a covariate generated a significant main effect of the gender of hurricane 
name on intentions to follow an evacuation order (Malexander = 6.061, SD = .882 vs. Malexandra = 
5.586, SD = 1.152; F (1, 196) = 10.673, p = .001, ɳ2 = .049), consistent with the findings in 
previous experiments.  
Figure 12 – Evacuation Intentions as a Function of Gender of Hurricane Names and WMWA 
(Experiment 2F) 
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Notably, there was also a significant interaction between the gender of hurricane name 
and WMWA (F (1, 196) = 7.946, p = .005, ɳ2 = .037). In other words, the effect of the gender of 
hurricane name on evacuation intentions was pronounced for people who endorsed women’s 
warmth and men’s aggressiveness (+1 SD in WMWA: Malexander = 6.311 vs. Malexandra = 5.441; b 
= -.870, t = - 4.303, p < .001) whereas it was not significant for those who did not endorse (-1 SD 
in WMWA: Malexander = 5.800 vs. Malexandra = 5.736; p = 754). 
Table 7 – Descriptive Summary of Experiments in Essay 2 
 Dependent variable Male Female 
F statistics, p-
values and effect 
sizes 
Experiment 2A 
(N = 346) 
Predicted intensity  
(1 = not at all, 7 = very 
strong) 
five male 
hurricanes 
five female 
hurricanes  
4.386 (.822) 4.160 (.907) F (1, 344) = 18.055,  p < .0001, ɳ2 = .050 
Experiment 2B 
(N = 108) 
Perceived risk 
(1 = not at all, 7 = very 
risky) 
Hurricane 
Alexander 
Hurricane 
Alexandra 
Hurricane 
(Control)  
4.764 
(1.086) 
4.069 
(1.412) 
4.048 
(1.227) 
F (2, 102) = 3.652,  
p = .029, ɳ2 = .064 
Experiment 2C 
(N = 142) 
Evacuation intention  
(1 = evacuate 
immediately, 7 = stay 
home) 
Hurricane 
Christopher Hurricane Christina  
2.343 (1.212) 2.939 (1.538) F (1, 138) = 6.543,  p = .012, ɳ2 = .044 
Experiment 2D 
(N = 100) 
Evacuation intention 
 (1 = certainly will 
follow, 7 = certainly 
will not follow) 
Hurricane Danny Hurricane Kate  
2.160 (1.344) 2.900 (1.658) F (1, 96) = 4.469,  p = .037, ɳ2 = .043 
Experiment 2E 
(N = 274) 
Evacuation intention 
(1 = very unlikely to 
follow, 7 = very likely 
to follow) 
Hurricane 
Victor 
Hurricane 
Victoria 
Hurricane 
(Control)  
5.861 
(1.275) 
5.391 
(1.614) 
5.278 
(1.552) 
F (2, 268) = 3.796 ,  
p = .024, ɳ2 = .027 
Experiment 2F 
(N = 201) 
Evacuation intention 
(1 = very unlikely to 
follow, 7 = very likely 
to follow) 
Hurricane 
Alexander 
Hurricane 
Alexandra  
6.061 (.882) 5.586 (1.152) F (1, 197) = 11.055,  p = .001, ɳ2 = .053 
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3.11. Confound Check on Name Stimuli  
3.11.1. Overview and method 
Using paired male and female names for the hurricanes in experiments (Alexander vs. 
Alexandra, Christopher vs. Christina) might raise concerns about whether the names matched in 
terms of attractiveness, popularity, age, competence and other connotations (Kasof 1993). To 
address this concern directly, I assessed whether the male and female names used across all of 
experiments varied in their age, perceived intellectual competence and perceived likability. One 
hundred and nine AMT users participated for cash compensation of 80 cents to complete a short 
survey (about 8 minutes on average to complete, 54 females, age range in entire sample of 20-68 
years). Participants rated the eighteen names used across all of the experiments on three 
dimensions: attractiveness (1 = strongly dislike, 7 = strongly like), intellectual competence 
(1=lowest intellectual competence, 7 = highest intellectual competence) and masculinity-
femininity (1 = very masculine, 11 = very feminine). The three dimensions were presented in 
random order and the eighteen names were also presented in random order within each 
dimension.  
In addition, age of names was evaluated using the Social Security Office’s Name 
Popularity Database. Name popularity rankings (top 1000 popular names) in 1950, 1960, 1970, 
1990, 2000 and 2010 were obtained for each of 18 names in our experiments. Rankings in 1950, 
1960 and 1970 and rankings in 1990, 2000 and 2010 were averaged separately, and age of each 
of hurricane names was computed (age = average ranking in 1950, 1960 and 1970 – average 
ranking in 1990, 2000 and 2010), suggesting that a negative value indicates a younger name 
whereas a positive value indicates an older name. When a name was not in the top 1000 list, it 
was coded as 1001. 
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3.11.2. Results 
Perceived attractiveness was positively correlated with perceived intellectual competence 
(range of correlations for 18 names: r = .203 to .520; average correlation for 18 names: r =.364). 
However, overall, perceived masculinity-femininity of the names was not correlated either with 
attractiveness (range of correlations for 18 names: r = -.307 to .350; average correlation for 18 
names: r =.023) or with intellectual competence (range of correlations for 18 names: r = -.211 
to .241; average correlation for 18 names: r =.008). In terms of age of hurricane name stimuli,  
the five female names used in experiment 2A (M =134.733) were on average older than the male 
names (M = -182.533). However, in the rest of the experiments the female names (M = -286.500) 
were younger than the male names (M = .167).  
Table 8 – Descriptive Summary of Descriptive Summary of Confound Checks on Name Stimuli  
 
 
 
Age Attractiveness Intellectual 
Competence 
Masculinity-
Femininity 
Experiment 
Alexander -166.667 (Y) 4.963 5.435 2.615 (M) 2B and 2F  
Alexandra -589.333 (Y) 4.862 5.176 8.569 (F) 2B and 2F 
Arthur 221.333 (Y) 3.761 5.104 2.394 (M) 2A 
Bertha 655.667 (O) 1.771 2.908 7.514 (F) 2A 
Christina -2.667 (Y) 4.560 4.578 9.569 (F) 2C 
Christopher -29 (Y) 4.807 5.065 2.569 (M) 2C 
Cristobal -117 (Y) 2.963 4.321 4.523 (M) 2A 
Danny 199 (O) 3.836 3.796 3.477 (M) 2D 
Dolly 249.667 (O) 2.587 2.880 9.560 (F) 2A 
Fay 329.333 (O) 3.165 3.861 8.303 (F) 2A 
Hanna -657.333 (Y) 4.606 4.352 9.404 (F) 2A 
Kate -484.667 (Y) 4.716 4.750 9.239 (F) 2D 
Kyle -202.667 (Y) 4.211 4.229 3.165 (M) 2A 
Laura 96.333 (O) 4.670 4.722 9.486 (F) 2A 
Marco -313.333 (Y) 3.844 4.084 2.339 (M) 2A 
Omar -501 (Y) 3.459 3.972 2.229 (M) 2A 
Victor -2.667( Y) 4.330 4.972 2.128 (M) 2E 
Victoria -69.333 (Y) 4.991 5.147 9.550 (F) 2E 
Note. – (1) Y indicates younger name whereas O indicates older name. (2) M indicates male names 
whereas F indicates female names.   
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3.12. Discussion 
With an archival study and six laboratory experiments, Essay 2 provided converging 
evidence that individuals underestimate their vulnerability to female-named hurricanes than to 
male-named hurricanes as reflected in actual death tolls caused by Atlantic Hurricanes in the 
United States since 1950 (archival study), predicted intensity of hurricanes (experiment 2A and 
2B) and evacuation decisions (experiment 2C, 2D, 2E and 2F). As is the case for other forms of 
implicit biases, the effect was not always limited to individuals who explicitly endorse traditional 
gender-trait beliefs such as women’s warmth and men’s aggressiveness. Indeed, the moderating 
role of gender-trait beliefs on the effect of gender of hurricane name on evacuation intentions is 
not conclusive as it emerged only from experiment 2F (not from experiment 2D and 2E). 
Therefore, future research would investigate the moderating role of implicit gender biases on the 
effect observed in Essay 2 by employing Implicit Association Test (Greenwald, McGhee and 
Schwartz 1998).       
 As climate change forecasts anticipate that storms will increase in severity in the coming 
years, findings of Essay 2 have increasingly important implications for policymakers, media 
practitioners and the general public concerning hurricane communication and preparedness. The 
findings suggest that natural disasters, when given gendered names, can elicit gender-congruent 
expectancies that (de)motivate preparedness. Thus, although using human names for hurricanes 
has been thought by meteorologists to enhance the clarity and recall of storm information, this 
practice also taps into well-developed and widely held gender stereotypes, with unanticipated 
and potentially deadly consequences. For policymakers, these findings suggest a new system for 
hurricane naming in which hurricanes are not either gendered or humanized.  An exclusive use of 
males name for hurricane naming may be thought to be good, leading individuals to take more 
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protective actions. However, the overestimation of the risk that hurricanes would carry is bias 
which can result in psychological stress (e.g., anxiety, panic) and psychologically disoriented 
behaviors (e.g., panic purchase). For social marketers and media practitioners, these findings 
suggest careful communication about hurricanes, avoiding “he” or “she” descriptions, and 
focusing on communicating more objective information. In this regard, there has been pervasive 
practice of the use of “he” or “she” in media when communicating hurricanes and their risk.  
Extant research on risk perception and communication has not examined the effect of the 
gender of risk on individuals’ risk perception and responses. In addition, research on gender roles 
and stereotypic beliefs has often considered gender as a unique human quality, investigating 
them exclusively in an intrapersonal context or a human interaction context. Findings in Essay 2 
offer boundary-spanning implications by showing that the effect of gender may be more 
pervasive than previously thought.   
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CHAPTER 4: POWER, GENDER AND HELPING (ESSAY 3) 
4.1. Introduction 
 In 2005, the most active hurricane season in recorded history in the United States, six 
hurricanes (Hurricane Katrina, Rita, Dennis, Cindy, Ophelia and Wilma) made landfall in the 
U.S., and three major hurricanes (Hurricanes Katrina, Rita and Wilma) had devastating effects, 
claiming nearly 2,000 lives and resulting in more than $100 billion property damage combined. 
The effect of these disasters was immediate and dire for millions of people, but it also generated 
unprecedented generosity for hurricane victims. For example, in a few months, the nonprofit 
sector received more than $3 billion for relief efforts and the American Red Cross alone received 
$2.2 billion in monetary contributions (American Red Cross 2010).  
Along with objective indicators of negative impacts that hurricanes have on victims, trait-
based antecedents of givers (e.g., empathy, perspective taking, and social responsibility) may be 
predictive of helping for victims (Marjanovic, Struthers and Greenglass 2012; Michel 2007). 
Although little attention has been paid to the effect of the gender of a victim on helping in the 
context of hurricane reliefs, extant literature on gender and helping suggests that individuals tend 
to help women more than men and women are more likely than men to seek help (Addis and 
Mahalik 2003; Eagly and Crowley 1986).  
Essay 3 focuses on a factor that is irrelevant to the objective estimation of the negative 
impact of a hurricane that has on victims: the gender of a hurricane through its assigned name. 
Essay 2 showed that feminine- versus masculine-named hurricanes are perceived as less risky 
and thus motivate less preparedness because individuals draw inferences from the gender of 
hurricane name in planning a course of protective actions against hurricanes. Essay 3 extends 
these findings to another important context, “helping for hurricane victims,” hypothesizing that 
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victims’ gender and gender of hurricane combine to influence individuals’ helping for victims. 
Specifically, I argue that although female victims are more likely than male victims to receive 
grater aid and this tendency would be pronounced when female victims are affected by a male-
named hurricane.    
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. First, I reviewed extant literature 
on “gender and helping” and “gender and aggression.” Second, building on a synthesis of the 
literature, a hypothesis is developed, and three experiments are designed to evaluate the 
hypothesis. Finally, theoretical and practical implications are discussed.     
4.2. Literature Review 
4.2.1. Gender and helping  
A fundamental gender difference in prosocial behaviors has been well documented and a 
wide range of prosocial behaviors have gained attention, including empathy, sensitivity to others’ 
nonverbal communication, nurturance, compassionate love and helping others (for a review, see 
Frieze and Li 2010). In the laboratory studies on empathy, the-sex-subject difference received 
relatively weaker support than the-sex-target difference, meaning that gender differences in 
givers’ empathy are marginal and both men and women are equally sensitive to others’ 
emotional reactions and needs (e.g., Maccoby and Jacklin 1974).  
Nonetheless, there are some studies supporting both the-sex-subject difference and the-
sex-target difference. Women were generally believed to care more about other people and 
relationships than men (Gardner and Gabriel 2004). Women perceived themselves to be higher in 
caring for people than for things whereas men perceived themselves to be higher in caring for 
things than for people (Lippa 1998). Furthermore, women were more likely than men to define 
their success in terms of relationships with others (Dyke and Murphy 2006), women were more 
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relationship-oriented whereas men were more task-oriented (Eagly and Wood 1991), and women 
were more accurate at judging emotions from facial expressions of others (Hall and Matsumoto 
2004). This might be because women are more likely than men to have more affiliation-intimacy 
motivation than achievement-power motivation whereas men are more likely than women to 
have more achievement-power motivation than affiliation-intimacy motivation (see Duncan and 
Peterson 2010 for review).       
Regarding the-sex-target difference in helping, female victims of a crime received greater 
amount of help than did a male victim (Austin 1979), and female experimenters received greater 
help offered from participants than did male experimenters when requested (Gruder and Cook 
1971). In a meta-analysis on gender and helping (Eagly and Crowley 1986), individuals were 
found to help women more than men, but this was stronger for males than for females (c.f., 
chivalry effect).  Furthermore, there existed a fundamental gender difference in seeking help in 
that men were less likely than women to seek help that was available to them (for a review, see 
Addis and Mahalik 2003). This might be because traditional norms that prohibit men’s 
expression of weakness or need would make them less willing to seek help. Taken together, 
women may be more likely than men to seek and gain help.  
4.2.2. Gender and aggression 
Aggression is defined as “behavior with the intent to harm another,” displayed either in 
violent forms (e.g., physical assault, rape, property damage) or in nonviolent forms (e.g., verbal 
and nonverbal hostility: Frieze and Li 2010). Aggression is associated with some intense and 
negative feelings such as anger, resentment, opposition, irritation and suspicion (Buss and 
Durkee 1957). Aggression is considered to be one of the strongest stereotypes in that men are 
expected to be more aggressive than women (Lightdale and Prentice 1994), and it is known to be 
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strongly associated with masculinity (Bem 1974, 1981; Spence and Helmreich 1978; Spence 
1993). For example, individuals high in the masculinity score on the Bem Sex Role Inventory 
(Bem 1974) expressed more anger and displayed more aggression toward others than did those 
low in the masculinity score (Hammock and Richardson 1992; Kopper and Epperson 1991).  
Eagly and Steffan in their meta-analysis (1986) also concluded that men displayed and 
experienced more aggression than women (i.e., sex-of-subject difference) and individuals were 
more aggressive against men than against women (i.e., sex-of-target difference). They suggested 
that this might be because of the gender role in which competence and dominance were 
emphasized particularly for men. In a more recent analysis of previous studies on children’s 
aggression, Archer (2004) found that boys were more involved in aggressive behaviors than girls 
but this gender difference was attenuated in indirect and non-violent forms of aggression such as 
backbiting, peer rejection and verbal aggression. Gender difference in aggression is also reflected 
in the actual experience of violent crimes. Men are more likely than women to experience 
violence in their everyday life (Graham and Wells 2001), to commit illegal forms of aggression 
accounting for 89 % of murder arrests, 80% of aggravated assault, and 90% of robbery, and to be 
victimized by violent crimes (Pastore and Maguire 2005). Taken together, these considerations 
suggest that gender difference in aggression would be attributable not only to biological 
differences but also to gender stereotypes and roles which engender social norms that inhibit 
aggressive behaviors against women or women’s aggressive behaviors. 
4.3. Conceptual Framework and Hypothesis 
Given the complexity of interplay among factors underlying gender differences in 
aggression and helping across different social settings, it is difficult to pinpoint the mechanism(s) 
behind gender differences in prosocial and antisocial behaviors. However, one of the causal 
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factors that may be responsible for the gender difference may be gender roles (Eagly et al. 2000) 
and stereotypes (Fiske et al. 2002). Traditionally, women are believed not only to care more 
about others than men but also to be cared or protected more than men, suggesting that there 
would be greater favor toward helping for women and greater disfavor toward aggression against 
women.  
However, this greater favor/disfavor toward helping/aggression for/against women 
should be more (vs. less) pronounced when the aggressors are thought to be men (vs. women). In 
other words, men’s aggression toward women would elicit greater disfavor and generate greater 
helping for female victims. I therefore hypothesize that if individuals view a hurricane in the 
context of gender (through its assigned name) they would consider the negative impact that it has 
on a victim as a form of either a male’s or a female’s aggression against the victim. Therefore, 
although individuals display greater empathy and helping for a female victim than for a male 
victim, this tendency would be more pronounced when they are affected by a male-named 
hurricane than when they are affected by a female-named hurricane.  
A cautionary note here is that these gender differences in aggression and helping would 
not necessarily be manifest unless gender roles or stereotypic beliefs are salient at the time 
individuals make appraisals of aggression and helping behaviors. Therefore, unless the gender of 
hurricane is explicitly identified or cued, the gender of victim would also have little or no effect 
on helping.  
Three experiments evaluated the possibility that the gender of hurricanes through its 
naming (i.e., a male- vs. female-named hurricane) and the gender of hurricane victims would 
combine to influence individuals’ helping (i.e., donation) for hurricane victims. Specifically, I 
find that (1) a male victim receives less help than a female victim when the gender of a hurricane 
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is made salient (experiment 3A and 3C) and (2) hurricane victims receive less help when they are 
affected by a female-named hurricane than when they are affected by a male-named hurricane 
(experiment 3B).   
4.4. Experiment 3A 
4.4.1. Overview and method 
 The purpose of experiment 3A was to investigate whether and how the gender of 
hurricane names and the gender of hurricane victims combine to influence the amount of 
donation that individuals give to hurricane victims by employing a 2 (gender of hurricane name: 
Hurricane Frederic, Hurricane Alicia) × 2 (gender of victim: Diana Kelly, Tim Howard) 
between-subjects design. One hundred and fifty-four AMT users and fifty-three undergraduate 
students participated. AMT users were paid 40 cents and undergraduate students were awarded 
course credit. There was no difference between AMT and student samples, and their responses 
were collapsed for the data analysis. All participants were told that the purpose of the survey was 
to understand how people respond to victims of natural disasters. Afterwards, they were 
presented with a short story of either a male (Tim Howard) or a female victim (Diana Kelly) of 
either a male-named hurricane (Hurricane Frederic) or by a female-named hurricane (Hurricane 
Alicia), as shown below. 
Hurricane Frederic (or Alicia): Diana Kelly's (or Tim Howard’s) Story 
Diana Kelly (or Tim Howard) lived on the Florida coast for 25 years. Diana (or Tim) has 
been through four or five hurricanes and countless tropical storms. But Hurricane 
Frederic (or Alicia) washed away Diana’s (or Tim’s) house completely. On Friday night, 
Hurricane Frederic (or Alicia) made its landfall on the coastal area of the Florida state.  
Diana (or Tim) packed clothes, food and water – plus axes, an extension ladder and flares. 
That way Diana (or Tim) could cut their way out through the roof if necessary.  Diana (or 
Tim) was running around like crazy, yelling, "This is a (category) four!" Saturday, Diana 
(Tim) evacuated to her (or his) friend’s house. That night, a news report showed that the 
eye of Hurricane Frederic (or Alicia) heading toward Diana’s (Tim’s) exact location.  But 
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everyone around Diana (or Tim) was calm. They all went to bed, but Diana (or Tim) 
couldn’t sleep. At 1 a.m., wind from Hurricane Frederic (or Alicia) started pummeling 
the house. Diana (or Tim) woke everyone up and listened to the radio. Diana (or Tim) 
learned that all three of the emergency operation centers were washed away. That's when 
Diana (or Tim) knew she (or he) was in big trouble. Then she (or he) lost the radio. All 
night Diana (or Tim) had been watching a giant pine tree in a neighbor's yard. It had been 
bent mightily by Hurricane Frederic (or Alicia), but had stayed rooted. Suddenly Diana 
(or Tim) heard a deafening crack, and Diana (or Tim) yelled, "Run!" Seconds later the 
tree smashed through the house. Diana (or Tim) and her (or his) friend had escaped to the 
master bedroom closet in the center of the house.  Then Diana (or Tim) noticed that the 
walls were heaving, so Diana (or Tim) raced around the house, opening windows to 
relieve the pressure build-up. Looking outside, Diana (or Tim) watched in horror as the 
house behind her turned into what looked like a living, breathing monster. The roof 
would lift, the house would expand, and then the roof would fall. Finally, the house 
exploded due to Hurricane Frederic (or Alicia). 
Afterwards, all participants were presented with a scenario and a donation request along 
with the display of a calm face of either the female or male victim adapted from the NimStim Set 
of Facial Expression (Tottenham et al. 2009; see Appendix I and J). Participants were asked to 
donate a portion of $10 for the hurricane victim, and they indicated the amount of donation ($0 ~ 
$10) that they would like to give the victim. Finally, there were thanked and debriefed.  
4.4.2. Results and discussion   
 Participants’ gender did not have a significant effect on the donation amount (F < 1, p 
> .80), and it did not interact with the gender of hurricane name and/or the gender of victim (all 
ps > .10). Therefore, it is not discussed further. A two-way ANOVA with the gender of hurricane 
name and the gender of victim yielded a significant main effect of the gender of victim (F (1, 
203) = 9.323, p = .003) and a marginally significant effect of the gender of hurricane name (F (1, 
202) = 2.769, p = .098). However, the interaction was nonsignificant (F < 1). In other words, 
participants donated less for victims of the female-named hurricane than for those of the male-
name hurricane (MAlicia = $4.41, SD = $2.60 vs. MFrederic = $4.99, SD = $2.55) and donated less 
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for the male victim than for the female victim (MTim = $4.16, SD = $2.29 vs. MDiana = $5.23, SD 
= $2.77). 
Figure 13 – Amount of Donation in Experiment 3A 
 
Further analyses indicated that the female victim in the male-named hurricane condition 
(MDiana+Frederic = $5.65, SD = $2.55) received significantly more donation than did the male 
victim in the male-named hurricane condition (MTim+Frederic = $4.33, SD = $2.40; p < .05) and the 
male victim in the female-named hurricane (MTim+Alicia = $3.99, SD = $2.18; p < .01). However, 
the female victim in the female-named hurricane condition (MDiana+Alicia = $4.82, SD = $2.93) 
didn’t receive significantly more donation than did the male victim in the male-named hurricane 
condition (MTim+Frederic = $4.33, SD = $2.40) and the male victim in the female-named hurricane 
(MTim+Alicia = $3.99, SD = $2.18).  
As predicted, the greatest amount of donation was made when a female victim was 
affected by a male-named hurricane whereas the least amount of donation was made when a 
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male victim was affected by a female-named hurricane. Experiment 3A provided initial evidence 
that individuals view a hurricane in the context of gender through its assigned name, and gender-
based appraisals of both a hurricane and a victim influence the amount of help given to the 
hurricane victim.  
4.5. Experiment 3B 
4.5.1. Overview and method 
 The purpose of experiment 3B was twofold: (1) to examine whether a male-named 
hurricane (Hurricane Omar) elicits greater helping (i.e., donation) for hurricane victims when 
compared to a female-named (Hurricane Katie) and a control hurricane (a hurricane) and (2) to 
investigate whether a male victim (Tim) gains less help than a female victim (Diana) when they 
are equally affected and simultaneously presented. Experiment 3B employed a single-factor 
between-subjects design (gender of hurricane: a hurricane, Hurricane Omar, Hurricane Katie) in 
which both a female and a male victim were presented simultaneously. One hundred and forty-
one undergraduates participated for a course credit and three participants failed the donation 
allocation task, resulting in one hundred and thirty-eight participants for the data analysis. Upon 
arrival, all participants were told that the purpose of the experiment was to understand how 
people respond to victims of a natural disaster as in experiment 3A, and they were randomly 
assigned to one of the three conditions (a hurricane, Hurricane Omar, Hurricane Katie). The 
procedure of experiment 3B was identical to that used in experiment 3A except that (1) they did 
not read the personal story used in experiment 3A, (2) they were presented with a scenario and a 
donation request along with calm faces of both a female and a male victim and (3) they were 
asked to allocate $10 for themselves (for dinner), a female victim (Diana) and/or a male victim 
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(Tim). They were instructed to make the sum of the total allocation equal to $10 (see Appendix 
K). For example, participants in the male-named hurricane condition were instructed as follows:                              
“Diana Kelly and Tim Howard lived in a small county in the East Coast of the United 
States, a highly recreational place, but also very vulnerable to storm or hurricane damage. 
One day, national and regional weather forecasts had reported that Hurricane Omar was 
approaching and he would directly hit their county within 24-hour. The situation turned 
out to be even worse than expected for Diana and Tim.  
Hurricane Omar devastated the coastal area and the impact of Hurricane Omar was most 
immediate and dire for Diana and Tim. He washed away their life completely. They are 
facing the fact that the infrastructure that supported their daily lives has been destroyed 
by Hurricane Omar. Many of their basic physical needs are not being met, so they are at 
risk of dehydration, starvation or malnutrition, heat-related illnesses, and diseases and 
injuries related to lack of sanitation and safe housing. Along with a need for long-term 
recovery support, there is also an urgent need for immediate support for Diana and Tim 
who are victims of Hurricane Omar.” 
“Suppose that you have only 10 one-dollar bills in cash for your dinner (no credit and no 
debit card). After a long day packed with a series of demanding work, you are very 
hungry and tired, and need decent dinner to stay active and work well over the remaining 
day. You have to stay outside for a meeting, preventing you from going home for dinner. 
But, after knowing of the story of Diana Kelly and Tim Howard, victims of Hurricane 
Omar, you would like to donate some portion of $10 to help Diana and Tim who are 
victims of Hurricane Omar.” 
 
After completing the allocation task, participants were also led to report the relative 
empathy toward victims with two items (α = .85; 1 = much more empathy/sympathy toward 
Diana, 5 = much more empathy/sympathy toward Tim) and perceived risk with two items (α 
= .75; “How risky/severe the hurricane feels to you”; 1 = not risky/severe at all, 5 = very 
risky/severe).  
4.5.2. Results and discussion 
 Empathy and perceived risk were not affected by the gender of hurricane name (Fs < 1). 
One-way ANOVAs with the gender of hurricane name generated marginally significant effects 
of the gender of hurricane on allocations for dinner (F (2, 135) = 2.519, p = .084), donation for 
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the female victim (F (2, 135) = 2.409, p = .094), donation for the male victim (F (2, 135) = 2.610, 
p = .077), and total donation for the female and male victims (F (2, 135) = 2.519, p = .084).  
Figure 14 – Allocation of $10 for Dinner, Male-Victim and Female-Victim in Experiment 3B 
 
In other words, participants in the male-named hurricane condition (Hurricane Omar) 
allocated less for dinner but more for the female (Diana) and male victims (Tim) (MDinner = $4.33, 
MDiana = $2.75 MTim = $2.72, MDiana+Tim = $5.47) than did those in the female-named condition 
(Hurricane Katie: MDinner = $5.85, MDiana = $2.10 MTim = $2.05, MDiana+Tim = $4.15) and in the 
control condition (a hurricane: MDinner = $5.34, MDiana = $2.36 MTim = $2.30, MDiana+Tim = $4.66). 
Contrast analyses revealed that differences between the male-named hurricane and control 
conditions were not significant (all ps > .20), but were significant between the male-named and 
female-named conditions (all ps < .05). 
In addition, although most participants gave equal donations to the female and male 
victims, a repeated measures ANOVA in which the gender of victim was entered as a within-
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subjects factor and the gender of hurricane was entered as a between-subjects factor showed that 
the male victim generally gained less help than the female victim across conditions (MTim = 
$2.36 vs. MDiana = $2.40: F (1, 135) = 6.34, p = .01). However, this difference was not contingent 
on the gender of hurricane name as shown by the insignificant interaction of the gender of 
hurricane and the gender of victim (F < 1). To summarize, the male-named hurricane (vs. the 
female-named hurricane) was found to elicit greater (vs. lesser) help for both female and male 
victims.  
Although experiment 3B did not provide support for the interplay of the gender of 
hurricane name and the gender of victim, it is important to note some differences in the 
allocation task employed in experiment 3B. When compared to experiment 3A in which 
participants decided the amount of donation for either a female or a male victim, participants in 
experiment 3B were asked to donate for both a female and male victim. Therefore, they are 
likely to employ a different decision strategy for the allocation task: how much to keep for dinner 
and donate for victims at the initial stage and how to allocate their donation to the victims at the 
later stage. As both the female and male victims had been described as equally affected by the 
hurricane in the instruction, the inference of the negative impact of the hurricane on the victims 
might be made only based upon the gender of the hurricane. 
4.6. Experiment 3C 
4.6.1. Overview and method 
 The purpose of experiment 3C was twofold: (1) to replicate the findings of experiment 
3A while a different pair of male- and female-named hurricanes with a control condition 
(Hurricane Alexander, Hurricane Alexandra, a hurricane) and (2) to investigate whether the 
effects on the gender of hurricane name and the gender of victim on donation are mediated by 
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perception about gender equality. Experiment 3C employed a 3 (gender of hurricane: a hurricane, 
Hurricane Alexander, Hurricane Alexandra) × 2 (gender of victim: Diana Kelly, Tim Howard) 
between-subjects design. Three hundred and twenty-eight undergraduate students and two 
hundred and thirty-five AMT users (N = 563) participated either for course credit or for cash 
compensation (40 cents). There was no difference between AMT and student samples, and their 
responses were collapsed for the data analysis. As in previous experiments, all participants were 
told that the purpose of the survey was to understand how people respond to victims of a natural 
disaster. The procedure of experiment 3C was identical to that used in experiment 3B except that 
they were presented with a scenario and a donation request along with a calm face of either a 
female or a male victim (Appendix L and M). Afterwards, they were asked to indicate the 
amount of donation that they were willing to make for a victim and reported beliefs on two items 
(“Are women and men equally treated in the society?” 1 = much better treatment for women, 7 = 
much better treatment for men; “How much are women is discriminated against in the workplace” 
1 = not at all, 7 = very much discrimination; α = .619).        
4.6.2. Results and discussion 
 A three-way ANOVA with the gender of hurricane name, the gender of victim and 
participants’ gender indicated that participants’ gender didn’t interact with the gender of 
hurricane name and/or the gender of victim (all ps > .265), but it had a significant effect on  
donation (F (1, 551) = 7.256, p = .007), suggesting that female participants donated more to 
hurricane victims than male participants (Mfemale_participant = $4.68, SD = $2.53 vs. Mmale_participant = 
$4.05, SD = $2.71). Therefore, participants’ gender was controlled in the main analyses as a 
covariate.  
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Figure 15 – Amount of Donation as a Function of Gender of Hurricane Name and  
Gender of Victim in Experiment 3C 
 
A two-way ANCOVA with participants’ gender as a covariate indicated that the 
interaction between the gender of victim and the gender of hurricane name was nonsignificant (F 
(2, 556) = 1.461, p = .233). However, there was a significant main effect of the gender of victim 
(F (1, 556) = 5.227, p = .023) and a marginally significant effect of the gender of hurricane name 
(F (2, 556) = 2.396, p = .092) on the donation amount. In other words, participants donated less 
for the male victim than for the female victim (MTim = $4.09, SD = $2.62 vs. MDiana = $4.63, SD 
= 2.63), and participants in the control and male-named hurricane conditions donated more for 
the victim than did those in the female-named hurricane condition (MHurricane = $4.55, SD = $2.62 
vs. MAlexander = $4.55, SD = $2.74 vs. MAlexandra = $4.04, SD = $2.52).  
Further analyses under each of the gender of hurricane name conditions revealed that 
participants in the male-named hurricane condition (Hurricane Alexander) made significantly 
less donations to the male victim than to the female victim (MTim = $4.04 vs. MDiana = $5.00; F (1, 
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556) = 6.314, p = .012). However, this difference was not found in the control condition (MTim = 
$4.53 vs. MDiana = $4.57; F < 1) and the female-named hurricane condition (MTim = $3.77 vs. 
MDiana = $4.28; F (1, 556) = 1.828, p = .177). Analyses on gender equality belief indicated that 
only participants’ gender was predictive of gender equality belief (F (1, 551) = 69.954, p 
< .0001). However, it was unaffected by the gender of hurricane name, the gender of victim and 
any interaction (all ps > .244).     
Consistent with experiment 3A, experiment 3C confirmed that the amount of donation 
given to hurricane victims was affected by both the gender of hurricane name and the gender of 
victims. In particular, although individuals generally donated more for female victims than for 
male victims, this tendency is accentuated for victims of a male-named hurricane. In addition, 
when the gender of a hurricane is not explicitly presented (i.e., unnamed hurricane condition), 
the gender of the victim has no effect on donation in that individuals make equal amounts of 
donation for female and male victims. 
4.7. Discussion 
The findings of Essay 3 suggest that the gender of a hurricane through its assigned name 
would make the gender of victims more salient, in turn leading individuals to use both the gender 
of a hurricane and the gender of victims as a basis of judgments for helping. Individuals might 
believe that a female victim (vs. a male victim) is weak and deserves more helping. However, as 
noted earlier, this was not the case for a female victim of either an unnamed hurricane or a 
female-named hurricane. Although the underlying mechanism behind the effects reported in 
Essay 3 is not clear, there are at least possibilities. First, a female victim of a male-name 
hurricane might elicit greater concern for the victim in that the weak (a female victim) was 
sacrificed by the strong (a male-named hurricane), in turn overestimating the negative impact 
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that a male-named hurricane had on a female victim and increasing the need for helping. Second, 
a female victim of a male-named hurricane might lead individuals to view the situation in the 
context of gender justice in that the victimization of a female (a female victim) by a male (a 
male-named hurricane) might be believed to be more unacceptable and unjust, in turn increasing 
empathy and helping toward the female victim.  
In summary, Essay 3 is the first exemplar of research to show how the gender of a 
hurricane’s name affects the amount of help given to its victims. I find that a male victim 
receives less help than a female victim and female-named hurricanes lead to less help for the 
victims than male-named hurricanes. These findings have important theoretical implications by 
extending our understanding of gender-based inferences and appraisals to non-social entities and 
showing how the gender of a non-social entity (hurricane) and the gender of a social entity 
(victim) combine to influence help given to a social entity.  
Additionally, these findings offer important practical insights about how to better 
promote helping for people in need. For example, when a male-named hurricane wreaks havoc 
on people’s lives, social marketers could engender more public support for hurricane victims by 
making the gender of the hurricane salient and featuring female victims in donation appeals. In 
contrast, when a female-named hurricane destroys people’s lives, it would be better to make the 
gender of the hurricane less salient.  
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSION 
5.1. Summary of Dissertation 
 Extant research on power and gender in psychology and marketing has often considered 
power and gender as unique human qualities and has paid singular attention to them despite (1) 
the obvious association between power and gender (Connell 1987; Fiske 1993) and (2) the 
possibility that non-living things are often gendered and individuals feel more or less powerful 
when interacting with them. Three essays demonstrate that the effects of power and gender are 
more pervasive and interactive than previously thought, being manifest in different dimensions 
of social interactions: consumption choices for self and others of the same or opposite gender 
whose power is greater or lower than one’s power (Essay 1), individuals’ responses to a powerful 
natural force which is symbolically associated with gender through gendered naming (Essay 2), 
and individuals’ helping for female versus male victims of a male-named versus female-named 
hurricane (Essay 3).  
 Gender can be considered as both an intrapersonal (one’s gender) and an interpersonal 
construct (gender-matching) and an individual’s sense of power or power conflict can derive not 
only from one’s power position in the social hierarchy but also from one’s gender itself. To date, 
little research has been conducted on how gender and power combine to influence individuals’ 
choices for self and the other. In Essay 1, I find that when the gender of the other is not identified, 
a sense of power, either cognitively induced or structurally placed in the social hierarchy, affects 
individuals’ choices for self and the other.  This suggests a sustained or elevated sense of power 
(i.e., strength of coffee), indicating that individuals with more power make a more potent choice 
for self than for the other and one’s gender has no effect on consumption choices for self and the 
other (experiment 1A and 1B). 
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 Table 9 – Summary of Three Essays 
 Dimension and Main Hypotheses Main Findings 
Essay 1 
“Consumption Choices for Self and Other” 
- Individuals high in power will make a 
more potent choice for self than for the 
other 
- The effect of power on choices for self and 
the other will be contingent on one’s gender 
as well as its match or mismatch with the 
other’s gender. 
 
- When the other’s gender is not identified, people with more 
power make a potent choice for self than for the other. One’s 
gender has no effect on choices for self and the other. 
- When the other’s gender is identified, males with more 
power make a more potent choice for self than the other 
regardless of gender of the other. However, this is the case for 
females only when interacting with the other of the opposite 
gender.  
- When the other’s gender is identified, males with lower 
power make a more potent choice for self than for the other 
when interacting with the other of the opposite gender 
Essay 2 
“Hurricane Survival and Responses” 
- Individuals will view a hurricane in the 
context of gender-based expectations once 
its gender is cued through the assigned 
name 
- Therefore, a feminine-named hurricane 
will elicit less risk perception and 
preparedness, in turn generating greater 
fatalities.  
- For severe hurricanes, feminine-named hurricanes generated 
significantly more fatalities than did masculine-named 
hurricanes in the U.S. from 1950-2012.  
- Female-named hurricanes are predicted to be less intense 
than male-named hurricanes 
- Female-named hurricanes elicit less preparedness  
Essay 3 
“Helping for Hurricane Victims” 
- The gender of the victim and the gender of 
hurricane will combine to influence 
individuals’ helping for hurricane victims 
- Male victims receive less help than do female victims 
- Individuals donate less for victims of female-named 
hurricanes than for those of male-named hurricanes.  
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 When the gender of the other is cued or identified, there are fundamental gender 
differences in the use of power as a basis of judgments for consumption choices for self and the 
other when interacting with the other of the same or opposite gender. Specifically, men are 
shown to base their judgments of choices for self and the other on power deriving from relative 
position in the social hierarchy only when interacting with the other of the same gender whereas 
women are shown to base their judgments of choices for self and the other on power deriving 
from relative position in the social hierarchy only when interacting with the other of the opposite 
gender (experiment 1C). Furthermore, such gender differences are observed when the nature of 
the social hierarchy in which power disparity between self and the other exists is more 
competitive. The effect of power on choices for self and the other is contingent on individuals’ 
orientation toward agency versus communion values.               
 Gender, which differs from biological sex, is often considered as a product of complex 
socialization processes (e.g., Eagly and Wood 1999), and its effects have often been investigated 
in the context of human interactions, although there are few exceptions (e.g., gendered number; 
Wilkie and Bodenhausen 2012). Essay 2 advances our understanding of gender by studying 
gender and power in the context of human-nonhuman interactions. I find that individuals view a 
hurricane and judge its intensity and their vulnerability in the context of gender-based 
expectations. Specifically, a feminine-named hurricane (vs. a masculine-named hurricane) elicits 
less risk perception (experiments 3A and 3B) and preparedness (experiments 3C, 3D, 3E, and 
3F), and is associated with greater fatalities (archival study). These findings indicate an 
unfortunate and unexpected consequence of gendered naming of hurricanes and widespread 
implicit biases which can result in the live-or-death outcome, with important implications for 
designing more effective communication for hurricane risk and preparedness. For example, this 
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can be done by revising the current naming system and/or debiasing the general public through 
education on such implicit biases.           
 Essay 3 applies gender-based inferences and appraisals to an important context (i.e., 
helping for hurricane victims) in which the gender of a non-social entity (hurricane) interacts 
with the gender of a social entity (victim). In particular, building on a synthesis of the literature 
on gendered-based understanding of aggression and helping, Essay 3 finds that, although 
assigned arbitrarily, the gender of a hurricane’s name influences the degree of helping given to 
its victims. Three experiments show that a female victim receives more help than a male victim 
and victims of a masculine-named hurricane receive more help than those of a feminine-named 
hurricane. These findings offer important practical implications for social marketers to maximize 
the public engagement in hurricane relief and recovery efforts. For example, social marketers 
could make more strategic decisions on whether or not to make the gender of a hurricane salient 
in donation appeals in order to engender more generosity to support hurricane victims. In 
addition, these findings suggest a possibility that male victims could be alienated from public 
support and concern particular when affected by a feminine-named hurricane.  
5.2. Toward Universal Dimensions of Power and Gender 
 This dissertation explored the interface of power and gender in three distinctive 
dimensions - consumption choices for self and the other (Essay 1), individuals’ responses to a 
powerful nature phenomenon which is gendered (Essay 2) and individuals’ helping for male 
versus female victims of male- versus female-named hurricanes (Essay 3). There are more 
unexplored aspects of power and gender, deserving further attention. In particular, future 
research should investigate how individuals make inferences and judgments of non-social 
entities or events that are endowed with human characteristics and attributes such as gender and 
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power. In conclusion, this dissertation brings focus to the interplay between gender and power in 
human and non-human interactions, with important implications for research and practice. 
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Appendix A – Information of Coffee Choices Used in Essay 1 
Arpeggio  
A blend composed of Arabicas from premium beans from Central America, harmoniously 
blended with a touch of Brazilian Arabicas, to provide body and sustain the color and 
consistency of the crema. Medium-to-full body. (Strength: 6) 
 
Roma 
Roma is a subtle blend of Arabicas from East Africa and the Americas (Colombia and Central 
America). This blend possesses a delicate balance between mildness and acidity. Light-body and 
soft. (Strength: 2) 
 
Ristretto 
A blend composed of premium high-altitude coffee beans from Central America for enhanced 
intensity. Full-body and characteristically strong taste. (Strength: 10) 
 
Capriccio 
A typical example of a subtle balance between finesse, strength and fullness. A blend of 
Arabicas and Brazilian coffee to add fullness and richness, but not strong. Full-body. (Strength: 8) 
 
Finezzo 
This blend is characterized by its balance and harmoniousness and is made up of the finest 
Arabicas from very high altitudes in Central America. Light-to-Medium body. (Strength: 4) 
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Appendix B – Rank Structure Used For Power Manipulation (Experiments 1B, 1C and 1D) 
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Appendix C – Agentic and Communal Value Scale Used in Experiment 1D 
Below are 12 different values that people rate of different importance in their lives. FIRST READ 
THROUGH THE LIST to familiarize yourself with all the values. While reading over the list, consider 
which ones tend to be most important to you and which tend to be least important to you. After 
familiarizing yourself with the list, rate the relative importance of each value to you as “A GUIDING 
PRINCIPLE IN MY LIFE.” It is important to spread your ratings out as best you can — be sure to use 
some numbers in the lower range, some in the middle range, and some in the higher range. Avoid using 
too many similar numbers.  
 
        not important                                           quite important                                      highly important 
               to me                                                       to me                                                          to me 
1….…….2.....……3.….……4.....……5.....……6.….……7.….……8…..……9 
 
FORGIVENESS (pardoning others' faults, being merciful) 
1….…….2.....……3.….……4.....……5.....……6.….……7.….……8…..……9 
 
COMPETENCE (displaying mastery, being capable, effective) 
1….…….2.....……3.….……4.....……5.....……6.….……7.….……8…..……9 
 
ACHIEVEMENT (reaching lofty goals) 
1….…….2.....……3.….……4.....……5.....……6.….……7.….……8…..……9 
 
ALTRUISM (helping others in need) 
1….…….2.....……3.….……4.....……5.....……6.….……7.….……8…..……9 
 
LOYALTY (being faithful to friends, family, and group) 
1….…….2.....……3.….……4.....……5.....……6.….……7.….……8…..……9 
 
POWER (control over others, dominance) 
1….…….2.....……3.….……4.....……5.....……6.….……7.….……8…..……9 
 
HONESTY (being genuine, sincere) 
1….…….2.....……3.….……4.....……5.....……6.….……7.….……8…..……9 
 
COMPASSION (caring for others, displaying kindness) 
1….…….2.....……3.….……4.....……5.....……6.….……7.….……8…..……9 
 
STATUS (high rank, wide respect) 
1….…….2.....……3.….……4.....……5.....……6.….……7.….……8…..……9 
 
CIVILITY (being considerate and respectful toward others) 
1….…….2.....……3.….……4.....……5.....……6.….……7.….……8…..……9 
 
RECOGNITION (becoming notable, famous, or admired) 
1….…….2.....……3.….……4.....……5.....……6.….……7.….……8…..……9 
 
SUPERIORITY (defeating the competition, standing on top) 
1….…….2.....……3.….……4.....……5.....……6.….……7.….……8…..……9 
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Appendix D – Map and Scenario Used in Experiment 2B 
 
 
“Suppose that a hurricane (Hurricane Alexander, Hurricane Alexandra) is approaching 
and moving northeastward, making Dakota County under its direct influence. However, 
the future intensity of the hurricane is unclear and weather forecasts have reported mixed 
predictions of whether the hurricane will strengthen or weaken.” 
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Appendix E – Hurricane Stimuli and Scenario Used in Experiments 2C, 2D, 2E and 2F 
Hurricane Victor (Victoria) 
 
Suppose that you live in a small county in the East Coast of the United States, a highly 
recreational and esthetic place, but also very vulnerable to storm or hurricane damage. One day, 
national and regional weather forecasts have reported that Hurricane Victor (vs. Victoria) is 
approaching and he (vs. she) will directly hit your county within 24-hour. Your local officials just 
issued a voluntary evacuation order for protection from Hurricane Victor (vs. Victoria), asking 
you to evacuate immediately. 
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Appendix F – Six Comparative Statements about Women’s and Men’s Warmth and 
Aggressiveness Used in Experiment 2D 
 
Welcome to the opinion study. In this study, we want to know your perceptions and 
opinions about women and men. In the following few pages, you will be presented with several 
statements. Please indicate how much you agree or disagree with each of them. Be sure to read 
carefully each statement before providing your response. It will take less than two minutes to 
complete this study. 
 
Women are more warm than men. 
strongly disagree   1…………2..….……3..….……4..….……5..….……6…………7   strongly agree 
Men are more assertive than women. 
strongly disagree   1…………2..….……3..….……4..….……5..….……6…………7   strongly agree 
Women are more compassionate than men. 
strongly disagree   1…………2..….……3..….……4..….……5..….……6…………7   strongly agree 
Women are more yielding than men. 
strongly disagree   1…………2..….……3..….……4..….……5..….……6…………7   strongly agree 
Men are more forceful than women. 
strongly disagree   1…………2..….……3..….……4..….……5..….……6…………7   strongly agree 
Men are more dominant than women. 
strongly disagree   1…………2..….……3..….……4..….……5..….……6…………7   strongly agree 
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Appendix G – Twelve Non-comparative Statements about Women’s and Men’s Warmth and 
Aggressiveness Used in Experiments 2E and 2F 
 
Welcome to the opinion study. In this study, we want to know your perceptions and 
opinions about women and men.  In the following few pages, you will be presented with several 
statements. Please indicate how much you agree or disagree with each of them. Be sure to read 
carefully each statement before providing your response. It will take less than two minutes to 
complete this study. 
 
Women are warm. 
strongly disagree   1…………2..….……3..….……4..….……5..….……6…………7   strongly agree 
Women are caring. 
strongly disagree   1…………2..….……3..….……4..….……5..….……6…………7   strongly agree 
Women are compassionate. 
strongly disagree   1…………2..….……3..….……4..….……5..….……6…………7   strongly agree 
Men are warm. 
strongly disagree   1…………2..….……3..….……4..….……5..….……6…………7   strongly agree 
Men are caring. 
strongly disagree   1…………2..….……3..….……4..….……5..….……6…………7   strongly agree 
Men are compassionate. 
strongly disagree   1…………2..….……3..….……4..….……5..….……6…………7   strongly agree 
Women are aggressive. 
strongly disagree   1…………2..….……3..….……4..….……5..….……6…………7   strongly agree 
Women are assertive. 
strongly disagree   1…………2..….……3..….……4..….……5..….……6…………7   strongly agree 
Women are dominant. 
strongly disagree   1…………2..….……3..….……4..….……5..….……6…………7   strongly agree 
Men are aggressive. 
strongly disagree   1…………2..….……3..….……4..….……5..….……6…………7   strongly agree 
Men are assertive. 
strongly disagree   1…………2..….……3..….……4..….……5..….……6…………7   strongly agree 
Men are dominant. 
strongly disagree   1…………2..….……3..….……4..….……5..….……6…………7   strongly agree 
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Appendix H – Donation Request for a Female Victim Used in Experiment 3A 
 
Hurricane Frederic (or Alicia) Relief for Diana Kelly  
 
  
Suppose that you had only 10 dollars in cash for your dinner (no credit and no debit card).  After 
a long day packed with a series of demanding works, you were very hungry and tired, and 
needed a dinner to stay active and work well over the remaining day. You should stay outside for 
a meeting, preventing you from going home for dinner. But, after knowing of the story of Diana 
Kelly, the victim by Hurricane Frederic (or Alicia), you would like to donate some portion of 10 
dollars to help Diana, the victim of Hurricane Frederic (or Alicia). 
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Appendix I – Donation Request for a Male Victim Used in Experiment 3A 
 
Hurricane Frederic (or Alicia) Relief for Tim Howard  
 
 
Suppose that you had only 10 dollars in cash for your dinner (no credit and no debit card).  After 
a long day packed with a series of demanding works, you were very hungry and tired, and 
needed a dinner to stay active and work well over the remaining day. You should stay outside for 
a meeting, preventing you from going home for dinner. But, after knowing of the story of Tim 
Howard, the victim by Hurricane Frederic (or Alicia), you would like to donate some portion of 
10 dollars to help Tim, the victim of Hurricane Frederic (or Alicia). 
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Appendix J – Scenario and Donation Request Used in Experiment 3B 
 
“Diana Kelly and Tim Howard lived in a small county in the East Coast of the United States, a 
highly recreational place, but also very vulnerable to storm or hurricane damage. One day, 
national and regional weather forecasts had reported that Hurricane Omar (Hurricane Katie vs. a 
hurricane) was approaching and he (she vs. it) would directly hit their county within 24-hour. 
The situation turned out to be even worse than expected for Diana and Tim. Hurricane Omar 
(Hurricane Katie vs. the hurricane) devastated the coastal area and the impact of Hurricane Omar 
(Hurricane Katie vs. the hurricane) was most immediate and dire for Diana and Tim. He (She vs. 
It) washed away their life completely. They are facing the fact that the infrastructure that 
supported their daily lives has been destroyed by Hurricane Omar (Hurricane Katie vs. the 
hurricane). Many of their basic physical needs are not being met, so they are at risk of 
dehydration, starvation or malnutrition, heat-related illnesses, and diseases and injuries related to 
lack of sanitation and safe housing. Along with a need for long-term recovery support, there is 
also an urgent need for immediate support for Diana and Tim who are victims of Hurricane 
Omar (Hurricane Katie vs. the hurricane).” 
Hurricane Omar (Hurricane Katie or Hurricane) Relief  
 
“Suppose that you have only 10 one-dollar bills in cash for your dinner (no credit and no debit 
card). After a long day packed with a series of demanding work, you are very hungry and tired, 
and need decent dinner to stay active and work well over the remaining day. You have to stay 
outside for a meeting, preventing you from going home for dinner. But, after knowing of the 
story of Diana Kelly and Tim Howard, victims of Hurricane Omar, you would like to donate 
some portion of $10 to help Diana and Tim who are victims of Hurricane Omar.” 
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Appendix K – Donation Request for a Female Victim Used in Experiment 3C 
 
Hurricane Alexander (Hurricane Alexandra or Hurricane) Relief  
 
“Suppose that you have only 10 one-dollar bills in cash for your dinner (no credit and no debit 
card). After a long day packed with a series of demanding work, you are very hungry and tired, 
and need decent dinner to stay active and work well over the remaining day. You have to stay 
outside for a meeting, preventing you from going home for dinner. But, after knowing of the 
story of Diana Kelly, a victim of Hurricane Alexander (Hurricane Alexandra or a hurricane), you 
would like to donate some portion of $10 to help Diana who is a victim of Hurricane Alexander 
(Hurricane Alexandra or a hurricane).” 
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Appendix L – Donation Request for a Male Victim Used in Experiment 3C 
 
Hurricane Alexander (Hurricane Alexandra or Hurricane) Relief  
 
“Suppose that you have only 10 one-dollar bills in cash for your dinner (no credit and no debit 
card). After a long day packed with a series of demanding work, you are very hungry and tired, 
and need decent dinner to stay active and work well over the remaining day. You have to stay 
outside for a meeting, preventing you from going home for dinner. But, after knowing of the 
story of Tim Howard, a victim of Hurricane Alexander (Hurricane Alexandra or a hurricane), 
you would like to donate some portion of $10 to help Tim who is a victim of Hurricane 
Alexander (Hurricane Alexandra or a hurricane).” 
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